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Abstract
The aim of the study was to test specifically whether the precision of tennis
serves and, similarly, penalty soccer kicks as representative closed skills can
be improved through mental training. Further research questions illuminate
which potential influencing variables play the biggest role in determining the
efficacy of the mental training intervention in this study. These variables
include imagery ability; commitment; the level of somatic fear, anxiety, and
confidence; ability to concentrate; sex, and age. The study used experimental
design with a pre- and post- test and a control group. Data were collected
from a sample of 60 (38 male, 22 female) amateur athletes with a high skill
level in tennis, ages 12 to 35 in Germany and 54 (male) soccer athletes
playing in the third league, ages 14 to 22 in Germany. All subjects were
registered with the state tennis and soccer federations of Baden Württemberg,
Germany. The subjects for tennis and soccer

each completed the

questionnaire and were divided into two groups: The intervention group (IG)
received both technical practice and mental training units. The control group
(CG) received only technical practice (Normal training) for the same time
period. Analysis of covariance showed a highly significant improvement for
the mental training on tennis serving precision,

while for soccer penalty

kicking the effect of mental training on precision was only marginally
significant (p=.059). Findings suggest that self-confidence seems to have an
impact on improving performance when the athlete has more control over his
movements, such as in closed skills. Furthermore, this effect may result from
more advanced players having already achieved high serving or kicking
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speeds and so training focuses on accuracy; while younger players focus
more on speed. Moreover, the interaction effect between time and sex is not
significant, but shows a tendency, that the improvement in the women’s
precision was higher than that of the men. However, there is no significant
correlation among imagery ability; commitment; the level of somatic fear;
anxiety and the ability to concentrate.
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1. Introduction
The development and acquisition of psychological skills to enhance
performance within a sport context has been well documented (Fletcher &
Hanton, 2001; Parker & Lovell, 2009). One psychological skill that has
attracted considerable interest is mental imagery, with its use being reliably
reported among elite athletes by a number of researchers (Munroe et al.,
2000; Parker & Lovell, 2009). Mental training techniques have been largely
used by psychologists, coaches and athletes as a tool for improving learning
and performance in sports (Hall & Fishburne, 2010). Coaches have indicated
that they used imagery more than any other mental training technique, and
felt that imagery was the most useful technique they used with their athletes
(Bloom et al., 1997; Hall & Rodgers, 1989).
Humans are capable of imitating the motor actions of others, because
the mind “photographs” the motor skill and uses it as foundation of the
performance. Athletes use imagery for many different reasons, including skill
learning and practice, strategy development and rehearsal, competition
preparation, including familiarization with venues and mental warm-ups,
mental skill development and refinement. Imagery has also been shown to
help athletes cope with various sport stressors or obstacles, such as injuries,
heavy training, and distractions (Morris et al., 2005; White & Hardy, 1998).
Research has shown that preparatory imagery, or using imagery
immediately before a performance, can improve performance in strength
tasks and muscular endurance tasks (Vealey & Greenleaf, 2006). Research
has also concluded that mental training programs increase the importance
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that athletes place on using mental training techniques and strategies, as well
as their intentions to use these techniques and strategies (Brewer

&

Shillinglaw, 1992; Gould et al, 1990; Grove et al., 1999; Vealey, 2007).
Furthermore, improvement in the following sport skills has been
documented through mental practice: tennis serving, volleyball serving,
soccer placekicking,

basketball shooting, golf putting, figure skating,

swimming starts, dart throwing, alpine skiing, trampoline skills, diving,
competitive running, karate skills, field hockey performance, dance and rock
climbing (Vealey & Greenleaf, 2006). Proving this statement, Coelho et al.
(2007) examined the effect of imagery in the performance of open and closed
skills in tennis, and showed a significant improvement in the closed skills.
Specifically, it has been suggested that closed skills (e.g., serve in
tennis and penalty kick in soccer) allow time for the athlete to prepare and to
execute when ready (McLean & Richardson, 1994). Since closed skills tend to
be more affected by imagery, because they are completely under the athlete’s
control, the athlete can use imagery to visualize them precisely (Singer, 2000;
Coelho et al., 2007, 2008).
1.1 Purpose of the study
The present study seeks to test specifically whether the precision of
tennis serves, and similarly, soccer penalty kicks can be improved through
mental training. Tennis serves and soccer penalty kicks usually involve
closed-skills because the environment is relatively unchanging. The focus of
the current study investigates whether athletes in closed-skill sports utilize
imagery differently. Further research questions illuminate which potential
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influencing variables play the biggest role in determining the efficacy of the
mental training intervention of this study. Variables including imagery ability;
commitment; the level of somatic, anxiety, and confidence; ability to
concentrate; sex; and age were investigated to study the possible efficacy of a
four-week mental training intervention compared with a control group which
received only technical practice without mental training for the same time
period.
1.2 Thesis Outline
The next chapter explains the theoretical foundations of mental
training. These include the definitions of imagery, a closer description of the
mechanisms of action and the variables influencing the efficacy of the mental
training. In addition this chapter explains the use of imagery, not only in theory
but also in practice. Furthermore, a specific overview of mental training
studies in tennis and soccer is given in this chapter.
The established knowledge about tennis and soccer is reviewed in the
third chapter. This includes the representative closed motor skills (tennis
serve- soccer penalty kick) to be studied.
The Methods chapter, describes the pilot studies in tennis and soccer,
explains the hypotheses of the study as well as the design of the study. The
participants of the study are described, the descriptions of measurements
including the tennis precision test (TPT) and the penalty precision test (PPT)
as well as the questionnaire are explained, the implementation of the study
from the beginning until end and the data evaluation are also included.
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In chapter five the results of the study are presented. The statistics
were calculated for each of the two games (tennis serve and penalty kick in
soccer) in terms of the results of the precision test, the imagery ability, the
commitment, competition fear inventory assessment “Wettkampf Angst
Inventar-State: WAI-S”, the concentration test and the demographical,
personal data ”the sex, the age”.
Chapter six contains the discussion of the results with respect to the
hypotheses. The results are discussed and included in the context of the
relevant scientific literature. This chapter also identifies future research
directions. A critical issue of this study is also explained at the end of this
chapter.
Finally, the results of this study point to some theoretical and practical
conclusions in chapter seven. The summary this dissertation is discussed in
the German language in chapter eight and followed by references and the
appendices.
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2. Theoretical Foundations of Mental Training
2.1 What is Imagery?
Imagery is one of the most widely-researched topics in sport
psychology (Smith & Wright, 2008; Wakefield & Smith, 2009). All athletes
have the potential to increase their imagery abilities through systematic
procedure (Evans et al., 2004; Orlick & Partington, 1988; Rodgers et al.,
1991).
Jacobson (1930) was the first to show by using electromyography that
subjects showed muscle contractions when simply imaging a simple
movement of arm flexion. Later on, these findings were replicated and
confirmed by other studies (e.g., .Bird, 1984; Jody & Harris, 1990).
The first study of mental practice effects on motor skills took place in
1934 (Vandall et al., 1934). Since that time, a plethora of research has been
conducted in this area (Vealey & Greenleaf, 2006).
Williams (1995) improved the definition proposed by (Lang et al., 1980)
who had defined Imagery as a mental technique which sets mind and body to
respond correctly to a desired movement. White and Hardy (1998) explained
that imagery is a volitional experience in which an individual creates, or
recreates, a particular physical skill or situation through use of one or more of
the senses. Humans are capable of imitating the motor actions of others,
because the mind “photographs” the motor skill and uses it as foundation to
the performance. The imagery is based in the memory that we internally
experiment to reconstruct external events in our minds.
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The definition of imagery proposed by Lang and others (1980) was
improved by Williams (1994, p. 148) who stated “imagery is a mental
technique that programs the mind and body to respond optimally. It is the use
of all senses to recreate or create an experience in the mind.” He explained
that through imagery actions of others can be imitated because the mind
takes a picture of the skill which serve as a blueprint for performance. Imagery
is based on memory and is experienced internally by reconstructing external
events mentally. Williams also proposed that imagery is useful to re-create
one’s own performance after competition to evaluate performance and identify
strengths and weaknesses.
Mental practice, according to Corbin, is the “repetition of a task, without
observable movement, with the specific intent of learning” (1972, p. 94).
Mental practice may not use imagery at all; it could include non-image-based
strategies such as verbal rehearsal or self-talk. For the purposes of this book,
a distinction originally outlined by Murphy and Jowdy (1992) and discussed
again in Murphy and Martin (2002) provides a critical differentiating
framework. It defines imagery as a mental process and mental practice as a
non-physical rehearsal or practice technique used by athletes. Aligned with
this distinction is the definition of mental rehearsal as “the employment of
imagery to mentally practice an act” (Hardy et al., 1996, p. 28). The emphasis
here is also on mental rehearsal as a technique rather than imagery as a
process.
A number of years ago, Suinn (1976a, 1983, 1993) used the term
“imagery” in relation to his procedure known as visuomotor behaviour
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rehearsal (VMBR) The imagery of visuomotor behaviour rehearsal apparently
is more than sheer imagination. It is a well-controled copy of experience, a
sort of body-thinking similar to the powerful illusion of certain dreams at night.
Perhaps the major difference

between such dreams and VMBR is that

imagery rehearsal is subject of conscious control, It is instructive to note that
Suinn (with his development of

VMBR) was the

first psychologist who

provided on-site services to Olympic athletes at the 1976 Olympic Games.
This technique really involves the use of relaxation prior imagery (including
imagery of the skill itself and imagery practice incorporating the context under
which the skill will be performed), and because relaxation has been
recommended prior to performing imagery to enhance its effectiveness, it is
really an

imagery intervention. Suinn cited several case studies which

indicated that the use of VMBR can improve performance in sports such as
football (Titley, 1976), basketball (Lane, 1980), tennis (Noel, 1980) and skiing
(Suinn, 1976). Combined with the other more recent case study results, there
is a growing body of intervention evidence to support the effectiveness of
imagery in enhancing performance (Weinberg, 2008).
Studies have shown that almost all elite athletes intentionally employ
imagery. Further, most sport psychologists systematically aplly imagery in
their work with sport performers (e.g., De Francesco & Burke 1997; Gould et
al., 1989; Martin et al., 1999; Rushall & Lippman, 1998).
One mental rehearsal technique is imagery, which according to Lang et
al. (1980) “is a process that involves systematically rehearsing some behavior
imaging a specific motor skill.” It is also known as muscular memory.
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Furthermore, imagery is defined as the process which involves
systematic practice of a motor behaviour, by imagination of a specific motor
skill, also known as muscular memory, and one variable that has been shown
to influence participation, motivation, and performance in the physical activity
domains of motor learning, exercise and sport, is mental imagery (Hall, 2001).
Imagery has been defined also as “the ability to represent perceptual
states in the absence of the appropriate sensory input (Kosslyn et al., 2002, p.
342).”
Comprehensive reviews

of the mental training literature have

demonstrated that Imagery is a method of mental practice efficient to the
enhancement of sports performance and motor learning (Woolfolk et al.,
1985; Paivio, 1985; Shaw & Goodfellow, 1997; Gammage et al., 2000; Taylor
& Shaw, 2002; Coelho et al., 2007; Greenspan & Feltz, 1989; Meyers et al.,
1996; Vealey, 1994).
Thus, when the movement is complex and requires more than one
focus of attention, the imagery used must follow an adequate protocol in order
to reach its goals and specificity.
Another important element related to mental skills training is how much
athletes and coaches use mental training strategies and techniques.
Research indicates that successful elite athletes (Durand-Bush & Salmela,
2002; Gould, Eklund, et al., 1993; Gould, Finch, et al., 1993) and coaches
(Bloom et al., 1997) use mental training techniques and strategies to help
them achieve success in sport.
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However, Heishman and Bunker (1989) found that although 81% of
elite athletes from various countries rated mental preparation as very
important, only 44% made frequent use of mental preparation strategies and
techniques. In addition, athletes tend to use mental training techniques more
in competition than in practice (Frey et al., 2003). Overall, this research
indicates that athletes believe in the efficacy of mental training, but most fail to
use it systematically as part of their physical training regiment (Vealey, 2007).
Imagery conducted for sports performance is referred to as sport
imagery, but can be used interchangeably with the boarder term, mental
imagery (Taylor & Wilson, 2005). Several other terms including mental
practice, mental rehearsal and visualization have also been used to refer to
various components of mental imagery in sport (Morris et al., 2005; Taylor &
Wilson, 2005; Weinberg & Gould, 2007).
The concept of mental imagery is used in many different domains and
contexts

(cognitive

psychology,

sport

psychology,

education,

psychopedagogy, sciences, etc.) to indicate a representation process of static
or dynamic objects and past, present or future events, in the absence of
external stimuli (Chevalier, 1995; Decety, 1989; Denis, 1979, 1989, 1991;
Finke, 1989; Khaled, 2004; Richardson, 1999).
Furthermore, it has been suggested that in using mental imagery, “we
can be aware of ‘seeing’ an image, feeling imaginary movements, or
experiencing imaginary of smell, taste or sounds without experiencing the real
thing” (White & Hardy, 1998,p. 389). Simons (2000) presented an excellent
analysis of the process of using imagery as an psychological-skills training
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technique. The formation relevant to his definition of imagery emanated from
his conclusions about the manner in which athletes process imagery. Simons
described the process as follows: Imagery is intriguing for its close relationship
to perception and action. It is such a rich memory system, matching the
complexity of information presented by the environment and contained in the
execution of motor skills. Images bind personal thoughts and emotions to
experience, and they have qualities far beyond simple stimulus/response
propositions…Imagery can be creative, allowing one to experience attitudes
and actions mentally in ways that have not yet been encountered in real
performance.(Morris et al., 2005, p. 92).
Coaches often encourage athletes to use imagery to help facilitate the
improvement and learning of skills (Hall & Rodgers, 1989). As well, imagery is
often a central component in the mental training programs developed and
implemented by sport psychologists (e.g., Daw & Burton, 1994). Given the
recognized value and widespread use of imagery in sport, it is not surprising
that researchers have been interested in investigating why imagery works and
how athletes can use it effectively.
Sport imagery can be defined as using all senses to re-create or create
a sport experience in the mind with the goal of enhancing sport performance
during training and competition (Morris et al., 2005; Taylor & Wilson, 2005;
Weinberg & Gould, 2007). It was explained clearly that your brain recalls and
reconstructs pieces of information stored in your memory to build a
meaningful image. It is means that most athletes can recall previous
experiences in great vividness and detail through imagery because according
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to Hall (2001) said most imagery research has concerned the effect of the
cognitive rehearsal of sport skills on subsequent performance. This can be
explaining by this phenomenon; a softball player may recall what it feels like
hit or contact the pitched ball. Athletes can also create images of events yet to
occur by piercing together bits of information already stored in their memories.
There has been increased attention, interest, and research given to the
role of imagery in physical activity, particularly sport. In the sports arena, the
value of mental imagery as a performance enhancing technique is well
recognized by athletes, coaches, and sport psychologists (Hall, 1995).
Despite this, there has been limited research specifically focused on the use
of mental imagery in physical education (e.g., Anderson, 1997; Goudas &
Giannoudis, 2008). However, a great deal of research on mental imagery has
been conducted in the motor learning (Hall et al., 1992; Holmes & Collins,
2001) and sport psychology (In Morris et al., 2005).
Athletes report using imagery for both motivational (imagining winning
a medal) and cognitive functions (e.g., imagining strategies; Hall et al., 1998).
Imagery, in the context of

sport may be considered as the voluntary or

involuntary creation. Or recreation of an experience generated from memorial
information involving quasisensorial, quasiperceptional, and quasi-affective
characteristics which may occur in the absence of the real stimulus
antecedents normally associated with the actual experience, and which may
have physiological and psychological effects on the imager, modified version
of (Morris et al., 2005). Furthermore, (Watt et al., 2002) defined imagery use
as the manner in which people imagine themselves in ways that can lead to
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learning and developing skills and can facilitate performance of those skills. It
is normally assessed in terms of its cognitive and motivational attributes
(Fauzee et al., 2009).
Murphy and Martin (2002) provided a descriptive outline of imagery use
in relation to their overview of Martin et al. (1999) applied model of imagery
use in sport. They proposed that imagery use is an athlete’s “use of imagery”
to achieve a variety of cognitive, behavioural, and affective changes. Another
important feature of this model is that it centeres on imagery content (i.e.,
what the athlete images) as a key determinant of these changes” (p. 418).
Like “imagery ability”, “imagery use” is a term that has been developed in
relation to its measurement; consequently definitions will highlight those
characteristics that the measures of the attribute evaluate.
Both athletes and exercisers use imagery to aid in their performances
(Haunsenblas et al., 1999). But not all athletes are able to verbally describe
exactly how they use imagery, but some can. Clearly, imagery has been
useful for great athletes. This fact was supported by Anderson (2000), the
imagery system can be used to help person meet some personal or
performance goal, but it most effective when it is used for a specific purpose.
(Fauzee et al., 2009).
Imagery use not only for replaying but also can be creating new
experiences. Or in the other meaning, imagery is a product of your memory
system. It meanings that athletes need to be able to manipulate the content of
their imagery to create images that do what they want to do. Without strong
imagery control, athletes especially those low in self-confident my find
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themselves repeating mistakes in their imagery. Some example of weak
imagery is a softball player might see herself making critical error, or a runner
might experience an overwhelming sense of fatigue in the last leg of a race.
Such

negative

images

are counterproductive,

serving

only

to hurt

performance (Beilock et al., 2001; Short et al., 2002).
Imagery is a part of sport psychology skill (mental skill), where it effect
to athletes to success in their tournament or game. In addition, many athletes
and coaches today recognize the power of imagery in sport performance. In
fact, athletes from most sport attribute at least part of their success to their
use of imagery. This report was supported Murphy and Martin (2002), which
showed that imagery has a strong relationship between imagery ability and
sport performance. Over the past several decades there has been a growing
body of research which shows the positive effects of mental training on sports
performance, an overview of this research as it relates to this study is
presented in the following section.
2.2 Effectiveness of Imagery
Mental imagery use has been researched quite extensively over the
past 50 years in the areas of motor learning and sport psychology (Hall &
Fishburne, 2010).
Of 235 Canadian athletes who participated in the 1984 Olympic
Games, 99% reported using imagery (Orlick & Partington, 1988). These
athletes estimated that during training they engaged in systematic imagery at
least once a day, 4 days per week, for about 12 minutes each time. At the
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Olympic site, some reported engaging in imagery for 2 to 3 hours in
preparation for their events (Vealey, 2007).
In fact, with increases in imagery ability enhancing the effectiveness of
imagery training (Isaac, 1992).
Furthermore, Vealey and Greenleaf (2006) proposed research
evidence supporting the effectiveness of imagery as a mental training tool is
divided into three areas. As shown in Figure 1.

Evidence that Imagery Works

Enhances Performance
and Learning

Enhances Thoughts and
Emotions

Successful Athletes Use
It!

Mental practice of skill over
time

↑ Self-confidence

Successful athletes use

↑ Motivation

imagery more extensively

Preparatory imagery for
competition

↑Attention Control

Part of multimodal mental
training program

and more systematically
than less successful

↓ Anxiety
athletes

Figure 1. Summary of research support for the effectiveness of imagery (Vealey &
Greenleaf, 2006, p. 311).

First, imagery has been shown to enhance sport performance and
learning. Second, imagery has been shown to enhance thoughts and
emotions in athletes that are critical to athletes’ performance. Third, research
shows

that successful athletes

use imagery

more extensively and

systematically than less successful athletes (Vealey & Greenleaf, 2006).
Studies showed also the effect of mental imagery on the enhancement
of athletic performance (Feltz & Landers, 1983; Jones & Stuth, 1997; Martin
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et al., 1999), learning of basketball tactical strategies (Guillot et al., 2009)
motor performance and skills (Morris et al., 2005; Papadelis et al., 2007; Wei
& Luo, 2009). According to those literature reviews, imagery as an element of
sport psychology skill or mental training tool can be useful on the success of
athletes and prolonging physical performance, especially during competition
(Sadeghi et al., 2010). Mental rehearsal, a practical psychologic al tool to
improve performance, has been widely used by athletes and coaches.
Through mental rehearsal interventions, athletes may speed learning,
increase performance, change attitudes, overcome competitive stress, and
identify problems they may be having in a particular performance situation.
There are also Specific types of imagery that were effective in changing
athletes’ perceptions of anxiety from harmful and negative to facilitative and
challenging (Evans et al., 2004; Hale & Whitehouse, 1998; Nideffer, 1981;
Page et al., 1999).
Furthermore, imagery has been shown to be effective in enhancing
self-confidence (Callow et al., 2001; Evans et al., 2004; Garza & Feltz, 1998;
Hale & Whitehouse, 1998; McKenzie & Howe, 1997; Short et al., 2002),
motivation (Martin & Hall, 1995), the ability to maintain concentration in sport
tasks (Calmels et al., 2004; Farrow & Kemp, 2003), and visual search abilities
(Jordet, 2005) of athletes during competition (Vealey, 2007, P.296).
In the domain of motor skills and sport psychology, mental imagery has
become an important component of a strategically organized learning
experience. Several studies have demonstrated that the use of mental
imagery, combined with physical practice, contributes to the optimization of
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motor performance ( Grouios, 1992b; Lesley, & Gretchen, 1997; Martin & Hall,
1995; Overby et al., 1997-1998; Screws & Surburg, 1997; Taktek, 2000;
Wrisberg, & Anshel, 1989).
The theoretical basis of mental imagery is frequently debated. In fact,
when behaviourism was the prominent psychological paradigm, imagery was
rarely researched (Kosslyn, 1994). The very nature of mental imagery is
inconsistent with theories of behaviourism, as mental images are not
demonstrated in any observable behaviour (Tversky, 2000).
Therefore, the process of representation is reliant on the generation of
mental images that are based on collected information (Decety, & Mick, 1989;
Fortin, & Rousseau, 1989).
It has been well documented in the literature that mental imagery
enhances athletes' performance (Driskell et al., 1994; Hall, 2001; Paivio,
1985). This is reflected in the frequent use of imagery reported by athletes
(Barr & Hall, 1992; Hall et al., 1990) and the inclusion of imagery in mental
skills training programs implemented by sport psychologists (e.g., Gould et al,
1990; Kendall et al., 1990). It is not surprising that imagery has been
described as the “central pillar of applied sport psychology” (Perry & Morris,
1995, p. 339).
Mental imagery is an internal and subjective experience because it
relies primarily on the cognitive activity of the performer (Kosslyn et al, 1995;
Richardson, 1967a, 1967b, 1977; Richardson, 1991).
Cognitive general Imagery refers particularly to imagery strategies
related to a competitive event. For example, Chris Evert Lloyd reported
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imagery rehearsal of strategies tuned to the style of a specific tennis
opponent, that means, cognitive specific Imagery refers to imagery directed at
improving particular perceptual-motor skills (Hall, et al., 2007).
Since Mahoney and Avener’s (1977) classic study, researchers and
practitioners have been interested in the effects of internal and external
imagery. Internal imagery requires an approximation of the real-life
phenomenology such that the person actually imagines being inside his or her
body and experiences those sensations which might be expected in the actual
situation. In external imagery, a person views himself or herself from the
perspective of an external observer. Such an experience is not directly
observable but can be made more concrete by means of a subjective report
and/or drawing (Fortin & Rousseau, 1989; Piaget, & Inhelder, 1966). Often a
combination of internal and external imagery information is used to build
symbolic-verbal based interventions of mental training, which use written
descriptions of a task (Mayer & Hermann, 2009; Weinberg & Gould, 2011). In
addition to the coding and recall of information related to perceived objects,
mental imagery also allows for the anticipation of future events (Decety &
Mick, 1989; piage & Inhelder, 1966). It represents a constructive mental
process that is largely related to perception and retains a specific autonomous
cognitive status. In fact, mental imagery activity produces perceptions that are
relatively less intense, precise, detailed, and stable (Denis, 1979). Thus,
mental imagery seems to be an imitation of perceptual and sensory
experiences; a conscious activity distinct from a dream; an activity which may
manifest itself in the absence of external stimuli; and an activity where the
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effects are different from the ones emerging from sensory or perceptual
experiences (Murphy, 1994). However, Hardy (1997) argues that imagery is
beneficial, to the extent that it adds useful information to the movement
experience. Because internal and external imagery probably provide different
information about a movement experience, practitioners are advised to
combine perspectives (which evidently is often spontaneously done already).
Although it should be noted that imagery is effective for all types of tasks but,
some tasks were more affected than others. The original meta-analysis by
(Feltz & Landers, 1983; Hinshaw, 1991) reported that mentally practicing had
a more positive effect on subsequent performance of a motor skill than not
practising at all. There has also been research that has shown that combining
physical and mental practice is more beneficial to performance of a motor skill
than just physical practice on its own (Blair et al., 1993).
More recent meta-analyses (e.g., Driskell et al., 1994; Hinshaw, 1991)
have supported the conclusion that for tasks with a great deal of cognitive
components the best uses of imagery involve a complete sensory experience
that engages the senses of taste, smell, and hearing, as well as those of sight
and feel. That is why the fourth and fifth perspectives are generally most
effective (Karageorghis & Terry, 2011). For example, a tennis player using
imagery to recreate the experience of serving should imagine the feeling of
stretching up and priming his dominant arm, the sound of the ball as he
strikes it, the smells in the air, and the taste of sweat, in addition to seeing
himself perform the action.
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Another related task dimension that has been studied, is the openclosed continuum. This research is complicated by the fact that the
relationship of imagery to task type might be mediated by the internal-external
dimension of imagery. Specifically, it has been suggested that closed skills
(e.g., golf, bowling and archery, or elements in sports, such as the serve in
tennis, the foul shot in basketball, or the serve in volleyball) allow time for the
athlete to prepare and to execute when ready,

would benefit most from

internal imagery whereas open skills (e.g., boxing, batter hitting a baseball,
returning a serve in tennis or volleyball, and a hockey goalkeeper stopping a
puck) might benefit most from external imagery (McLean & Richardson,
1994). Since closed skills should be more affected by imagery because they
are completely under the athlete’s control, the athlete can use imagery to
visualize them precisely. Open skills are more variable and reactive to specific
game situations, so an athlete is not able to image them as precisely (Singer,
2000; Coelho,et al., 2007, 2008).
In addition to, research by Morris and his colleagues (summarized in
Morris et al., 2005), argues that although there is some evidence to support
the above contention (internal-closed, external-open), more definitive
research is necessary to more clearly demonstrate the relationship of type of
imagery and type of task. Finally, although not directly related to performance,
it has been found that both novice and elite athletes use different types of
imagery in open versus closed sports; although the effectiveness of such
types of imagery needs further exploration (Arvinen-Barroe et al., 2007).
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Research has clearly found that positive imagery leads to enhanced
performance, whereas negative imagery leads to decreased performance. For
example, researchers (e.g.,Malouff et al., 2008) found that positive imagery
and using self-instructions just before serving in tennis leads to greater
serving accuracy. Researchers (e.g., Taylor & Shaw, 2002; Woolfolk et al.,
1985) also found that the positive images enhanced performance, as well as
the execution of a golf-putting task, whereas, negative imagery produced a
decrease in performance and execution. Athletes commonly use positive
performance imagery and self- instruction as part of their routine just before
an athletic performance in the hopes of performing as well as possible
(Cumming et al., 2006; Defrancesco & Burke, 1997; Neck & Manz, 1992). In
addition, Beilock and others (2001) found that suppressive imagery (where
the performer was told to imagine “don’t miss”) also produced decreases in
performance. This research supports the notion that when a person is asked
“not” to do something, the mind often cannot forget the “not” and simply sees
the miss or other bad performance. Furthermore, (although not shown
experimentally), Hall (2001) has noted that elite athletes typically image
positive outcomes because they do not want to have negative images in their
minds when performing.
Feltz and Landers (1983) concluded that imagery could be effective for
both beginners and highly skilled performers, although there was a lot of
variability found across studies. Some studies have reported greater effects
for highly skilled performers, whereas others show a larger effect for lower
skilled performers (e.g., Bohan et al., 1989). This relationship is further
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complicated by the notion that the content of the imagery needs to match the
stage of development of the skill. So, imagery that would be too complicated
for a novice (due to their lack of knowledge of the finer aspects of the skill)
might be appropriate for a highly skilled performer. Along these lines, Woolfolk
et al., (1985) found that low-ability performers had a decrease in performance
after using imagery whereas high ability performers had an increase in
performance. For example, If novice athletes do not have accurate schemas
of skills, then their mental imagery may consist of the rehearsal of “bad
habits,” or the wrong set of skills (Hall, 2001; Noel, 1980). Once a high level of
expertise and skill has been established, visualization may s erve as a conduit
for the transfer of skills from practice to competition (Driskell et al., 1994;
Gallucci, 2008; Gould & Damarjian, 1996).
It was hypothesized that this was due to the fact that low-ability
performers used incorrect imagery, and in doing so reinforced errors.
Furthermore, the vast majority of habits formed by human beings are acquired
through observing and imitating others (Bandura’s, 1977 a,b), so that one of
the techniques used in sport psychology to enhance imagery rehearsal and
athletic performance is video modelling, which involves the observation of a
model or expert performer executing a specific skill successfully (Perry &
Morris, 1995; Morris et al., 2005) Additionally, research has shown that
observational learning is enhanced when the model being viewed is similar to
the observer in age, gender, and competence in the activity, because similar
models may enhance self-efficacy and performance (McCullagh & Weiss
2001; Ram & McCullagh 2003; Schunk et al., 1987).
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The two key patterns discussed in the context of practice speed are
slow-motion and real-time imagery. Originally, it was felt that slow motion
imagery would be more effective because it should allow athletes time to
isolate weak elements of their performance and eventually correct faulty
components. This, then, should result in improved performance.

However,

researchers (Holmes & Collins, 2001) have suggested that rehearsing actions
or movements in slow motion may elicit inappropriate neural patterns that are
different from those created during physical performance, or real time
imagery, and thus lead to errors in actual execution. Furthermore, they argue
that matching movement tempo and consistency of relative timing for both
mental and physical practice conditions should eventually lead to improved
preparation and execution of both imagery and the equivalent motor
performance. The current consensus in sport psychology is that athletes
should rehearse imagery of performance using a real time rhythm and tempo
whenever possible (e.g., Moran, 2004; Weinberg & Gould, 2007; Weinberg,
2008). In fact, The idea of video modelling is to ensure that the ideal or nearideal performance becomes the image that the athlete uses in the mental
rehearsal (Morris et al., 2005).
The combination of visual and kinesthetic imagery would be more
effective than either type alone because it activates both neural pathways and
adds to the information from imagery (Hardy & Callow, 1999). Thus the most
effective imagery might be that which utilizes internal and external imagery
with visual and kinesthetic imagery (Morris et al., 2005).
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It is hypothesized that imagery using all senses would be a closer
representation of the actual situation and therefore it should help improve
performance (Munroe et al., 2000; Hausenblas et al., 1999).
Thus, there is a general agreement that to make imagery most
effective, performers should include as many senses as possible, Related to
this notion that the imagery should “mirror” the actual performance
environment as much as possible (e.g., Moran, 2004; Vealey & Greenleaf,
2005; Weinberg & Gould, 2007; Weinberg, 2008).
Therefore, mental rehearsal is an efficient way of maintaining intensity
levels and attentional focus during delays in the action of athletic contests
(Moran, 1996), because mental simulations may promote confidence and
evoke anxiety, but by mentally representing realistic and successful mastery
in these situations, anxiety can be diminished (Callow et al., 2001; Evans et
al., 2004; Mamassis & Doganis, 2004; Moritz, 1996; Short et al., 2002; Page
et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 1998).
In the course of forming mental simulations, people can anticipate
problems and “think through” their solutions (Driskell et al., 1994; Gould &
Damarjian, 1996). Mental imagery may also divert attention from questions
about the likelihood of successful performance and direct attention to the
behavioural elements that will result in successful performance (Bandura,
1997; Camels et al., 2004). A closer description of the mechanisms of action
and the variable influencing the efficacy of the mental training is given in the
next part.
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2.3 How Imagery Works?
Imagery of things we have done can lead to imaginations of future
events (Munzert, 2001), many theories have been proposed to explain how
imagery affects thoughts, feelings, and behaviour. In sport, the focus has
been on explaining how imagery can enhance learning and performance
(Morris, 2010 in Hanrahan & Andersen, 2010), and during the past two
decades we have begun to understand much about how imagery works and
how best to apply it to enhance performance. In fact, every human percepts
different and creates his own reality (Foerster & Ollrogge, 1993).
Of particular interest in recent years have been the findings from the
field of neuroscience, where it has been well established that imagery and
physical

performance

share

some

common

neural

mechanisms,

a

phenomenon termed ‘functional equivalence’ (Jeannerod, 1997 in Wakefield
& Smith, 2009).
How can just thinking about jumping over the high bar, hitting a perfect
tennis serve, healing an injured arm, or sinking a golf putt actually help
athletes accomplish these things? We can generate information from memory
that is essentially the same as an actual experience; consequently, imaging
events can have an effect on our nervous system similar to that of the real, or
actual experience (Weinberg & Gould, 2011).
In fact, the ability to generate high muscular strength within short time
periods is of functional importance not only as a basic quality in many sports
disciplines but also for active stabilization of joints (Gruber & Gollhofer, 2004,
p. 98).
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In 1894, the psychoneuromuscular theory originated with Carpenter (as
cited in Hale, 1982) proposed the ideo-motor principle of imagery. According
to this principle, imagery facilitates the learning of motor skills because of the
nature of the neuromuscular activity patterns activated during imaging., which
postulated that any thoughts predominant in the mind would thereby express
themselves in the muscles. This theory has since been labelled the
neuromuscular feedback theory, which posits that vivid and well-controlled
images stimulate explicit muscles, specifically those muscles that would be
activated during the imaged task (Kossert & Chandler, 2007).
The first scientific support of this phenomenon came from Start and
Richardson (1964) and (1967a) were the first researchers to develop a
psychoneuromuscular explanation of mental preparation, based on early
psychophysiological studies such as those by Edmund Jacobson (1930a, b, c,
d, 1931a, b, c), Shaw (1938, 1940), and Allers and Scheminsky (1926), but
others have proposed similar explanations (Corbin, 1972; Schmidt & Lee,
1999). These psychoneuromuscular theories propose that the efficacy of
imagery rehearsal of a motor task is due to feedback that results from the
minute muscle innervations (identical in pattern to those that occur during
actual execution) that occur when an individual imagines performing a motor
skill. This feedback enables adjustments in motor behaviour (Morris et al.,
2005), Jacobson

(1931) also argued that imagery triggers low-level

innervation of the muscles involved in performance, strengthening those
specific brain-to-muscle connections through feedback similar to that
experienced when the task is performed physically. Jacobson also reported
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that the imagined

movement of bending the arm created small muscular

contractions in the flexor muscles of the arm (Morris, 2010; Hanrahan &
Andersen, 2010). It has been established in research with downhill skiers,
Suinn (1972, 1976 in Weinberg & Gould, 2011) monitored the electrical
activity in the skiers’ leg muscles as they imagined skiing the course; results
showed that the muscular activity changed during the skiers’ imaginings.
Muscle activity was highest when the skiers were imagining themselves skiing
rough sections in the course, which would actually require greater muscle
activity. By another meaning, When the player vividly imagine performing a
movement, he uses neural pathways similar to those you use in actual
performance of the movement (Kosslyn et al., 2001; Kossert & Chandler,
2007). Furthermore, it has been shown that an increase in force development
is closely related to improvements in neural drive of the trained muscles,
especially in a dynamic, explosive type of strength training (Hakkinen et al.,
1985; Gruber & Gollhofer, 2004).
For example, example of trying to perfect your tennis serve. The goal is
to make your swing for the serve as fluid and natural as possible. To
accomplish this, before you serve each time, imagine the whole serve, from
beginning to end, including seeing the ball go into the target zone, trying to
automate it (i.e., groove your serve swing). In effect, you are strengthening
the neural pathways that control the muscles related to your serve swing
(Malouff et al., 2008; Weinberg & Gould, 2007).
Another concern about the psychoneuromuscular theory is that
research

seems

to

indicate

that

cognitive

processing

rather

than
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neuromuscular feedback is a more likely explanation for the efficacy of mental
preparation and imagery. For instance, research (e.g., Ryan & Simons 1981,
1983), as well as reviews of mental preparation and imagery literature (e.g.,
Driskell et al., 1994; Feltz & Landers 1983; Feltz et al., 1988), suggest that
cognitive rather than strength tasks benefit most from imagery (Morris et al.,
2005).
Athlete performance has been improved to a greater degree through
imagery that emphasizes productive responses, as opposed to imagery that
focuses just on stimulus characteristics of the situation

(Smith & Collins,

2004; Smith et al., 2001; Vealey, 2007).
Furthermore, the benefits of mental imagery that occurs immediately
prior to performances may also be due to psychoneuromuscular “priming” or
activation of the muscular groups that are responsible for the actual
performance (Vealey & Greenleaf, 2006; Vealey & Walter, 1993). The
empirical support for the psychoneuromuscular theory is uneven and limited
(Moran, 1996; Murphy & Martin, 2002).
Symbolic learning theory (Sackett, 1934) focuses on cognition. Sackett
specifically claimed that imagery involves rehearsal of the symbolic aspects of
tasks, such as sequences of actions (Hanrahan & Andersen, 2010). Also he
argued that imagery can help individuals understand their movements. His
symbolic learning theory suggests that imagery may function as a coding
system to help people understand and acquire movement patterns. That is,
one way individuals learn skills is by becoming familiar with what needs to be
done to successfully perform them. When an individual creates a motor
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program in the central nervous system, a mental blueprint is formed for
successfully completing the movement. For example, in a doubles match in
tennis, if a player knows how her partner will move on a certain shot, she will
be able to better plan her own course. This will help the athlete plan her
movement patterns (Weinberg & Gould, 2007, 2011).
Sackett

also

demonstrated

that

mental

rehearsal

improved

performance on a finger maze (a largely cognitive task). Other research (e.g.,
Minas 1980; Morrisett 1956; Ryan & Simons 1981, 1983; Wrisberg &
Ragsdale, 1979 in Morris et al., 2005) has supported symbolic learning theory
by showing that mental rehearsal facilitated cognitive more than motor
performance, although most sport skills have both motor and cognitive
components; imagery can be effective to an extent, therefore, in helping
players with a variety of skills. Johnson (1982) further demonstrated that
imagining movements biased later performance when the participant
completed a visual-interference task. Johnson’s findings support the symbolic
learning theory because he had hypothesized that images of movements
would be primarily visual (Denis, 1985; Morris et al., 2005).
Indeed, the link between mental imagery and human motor
performance is clearly inextricable and the central precondition for the
existence of imaginations, is the ability of our memory to store and represent
perceptions with the possibility to go back to them actively, so that, the
bioinformational theory postulates that mental images comprise propositional
representations stored in the long-term memory (Lang, 1979; Chandler &
Kossert, 2007).
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Bioinformational theory has been a popular cognitive theoretical
explanation for how imagery enhances sport performance, due to its intuitive
appeal and pragmatic implications for using imagery to create “mental
blueprints for perfect responses” (Vealey, 2005, 2007)

.

According to Lang, images contain two main classes of propositions:
stimulus and response. Stimulus propositions describe the content of the
scene to be imagined. For example, a tennis player at a major competition
might imagine the match he is going to play, his serves, and the people sitting
around the tennis court, Response propositions, on the other hand, are
statements that describe the imagery’s response to the particular scenario,
and they are designed to produce psychological activity. For example, having
a tennis player feel that he will play now the first serve, that makes him move
his racket and his body including his ritual for the ball, he might feel also a
little tension in his muscles preparing for the serve, all those things are
response propositions.
Imagery

scripts

should

contain

both

stimulus

and

response

propositions, which are more likely to create a vivid image than a stimulus
propositions alone (Weinberg & Gould, 2007, 2011). Studies that have tried to
link performance enhancement to stimulus and response propositions have
found equivocal results. Ziegler (1987) could not find any significant difference
in basketball free-throw shooting between groups using active (stimulus and
response propositions) and passive (stimulus propositions) imagery. Kremer
and

Pressing

(1998)

found

greater

improvement

in

pistol-shooting

performance for the group using stimulus-only propositions when compared to
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a group using stimulus-and-response propositions (Morris et al., 2005).
Understanding these theories of imagery one can see how mental training has
been used, some of the uses of mental training are enumerated in the next
section.
2.4 The Use of Imagery
The use of imagery for enhancement of sport performance has been of
central interest to applied sport psychologists (Hall et al., 1998).
Overall, more successful elite athletes use imagery more extensively
and more systematically and have better imagery skill than less successful
athletes (Calmels et al., 2003; Cumming et al., 1990; Salmon et al., 1994;
Vealey, 2007)
Munroe et al. (2000) proposed four fundamental questions for imagery
use in sport: Where is imagery used? When is imagery used? Why is imagery
used? and What is being imagined? They referred to these four questions as
the “four W’s of imagery use”. These fundamental questions were designed to
help describe imagery use in sport, and provide the foundation for imagery
interventions (Hall & Fishburne, 2010). With respect to “where” imagery is
used, the two most common places for athletes to employ imagery are in
conjunction with practice and competition (Hall, 2001). This applies to athletes
of all levels and ages (Munroe-Chandler et al., 2007), and for coaches as well
(Thelwell et al., 2008). However, studies have also found that athletes and
coaches report using imagery outside of practice and competition (Salmon et
al., 1994; Thelwell et al., 2008). Salmon and colleagues found that athletes
report the use of imagery at work, home, and school, and Thelwell and
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colleagues reported similar results (e.g., at home, in the office, outside) when
examining where coaches utilize imagery.
Using imagination constructively involves much more than idle
daydreaming. Only when he can use it skilfully and systematically to help
create, or revive the ultimate performance he will benefit. Imagination
channelled in this disciplined way is referred to as visualization or imagery.
Although it may sound a bit complicated, in reality, imagery is a simple conce
pt with very basic applications. Most of us use imagery every day, but
in an unstructured or sporadic way (Karageorghis & Terry, 2011). Many
more athletes and exercisers have begun using imagery not only to help their
performances, but also to make their experiences in sport and exercise
settings more enjoyable (Weinberg & Gould, 2007). Players can make use of
imagery in a number of ways. He can remember experiences and learn from
them. He can recall good experiences and best performances and practice
recreating the feeling (Andersen, 2000). Mental training is also used to a
greater degree by international-calibre athletes as compared to nationalcalibre athletes (Calmels et al., 2003). International-calibre athletes used a
wider range and more elaborate and complex mental strategies and
techniques than national-calibre athletes (Vealey, 2007).
The ways visualisation can be used to benefit sport performance and
skill development are limited only by the player’s imagination, that means
“Individually”. In addition to, he may be fairly confident that he can distinguish
between events that happen in reality and those that he imagines. This
distinction, however, is actually much less obvious than he might think. The
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messages sent in the form of neural impulses to and from the brain during
imagined action closely resemble those sent during physical action.
Visualization establishes a mental blueprint for sport skills and tactical ploys.
Thus, WYSIWYG (i.e., What You See Is What You Get) is a popular acronym
used by sport psychologists (Karageorghis & Terry, 2011). Imagery does have
a long history in psychology and in the physical and mental health fields
(Graham, 1995). Wundt (1896), using the technique of introspection to study
the mind, considered imagery one of the functions of mind open to his
methods of investigation.
Coaches and athletes have become increasingly aware of the
importance of mental training in sporting activities. Mental imagery is used by
athletes for a number of reasons, but its two primary purposes seem to be to
prime the athlete for peak performance, and to enhance skill learning (Hall et
al., 1990) Paivio (1985) contends that imagery serves two functions: a
cognitive function and a motivational function. While some recent research
has attempted to examine both of these functions of imagery (Barr & Hall,
1992; Hall, Rodgers & Barr, 1990; Hall, Toews & Rodgers, 1990), most
research, especially those studies comprising the mental practice literature,
has been directed towards examining cognitive function (see Feltz et al.,
1988).
Imagery is an excellent tool for motor skill development. Imagery can
facilitate the understanding of motor patterns because the perceptual
experiences of action can be retained by imagery in much of their complexity.
The key is to develop a close match between images and perceptual-motor
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elements of performance. Athletes then can use imagery to recall past
experiences accurately and to mentally rehearse their best performances.
They can also analyse images as feedback from performance attempts, and
they can create images of desired actions to serve as intentions for future
performance (Andersen, 2000).
Coaches often encourage athletes to use imagery to help facilitate the
improvement and learning of skills (Hall & Rodgers, 1989). As well, imagery is
often a central component in the mental training programs developed and
implemented by sport psychologists (e.g. Daw & Burton, 1994). Given the
recognized value and widespread use of imagery in sport, it is not surprising
that researchers have been interested in investigating why imagery works and
how athletes can use it effectively. Sport, however, is only one form of
physical activity. It is conceivable that imagery may be used in other forms of
physical activity, in particular exercise (Hausenblas et al., 1999).
Imagery therefore has the effect of “priming” the appropriate muscles
for subsequent physical action, and this clearly has potential benefits for the
performance of many sport skills. Physical skills may be improved even when
they are only practised in the mind (Karageorghis & Terry, 2011).
Athletes can use imagery in many ways to improve both physical and
psychological skills. One of the most common uses of imagery is mental
practice for skill learning and practice a particular sport skill, in fact using
imagery in this way allows athletes to learn and maintain technical skills for
their sport, athletes also can use imagery to detect and correct errors in their
routine, motion, or movement pattern for example, swimming the backstroke-
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all in their minds. A player can practice skills to fine-tune them, or he can
pinpoint weaknesses and visualize correcting them. Imagery can be also used
to practice and learn new strategies or review alternative tactics for either
team or individual sports, because they all play with different styles (Martens,
2004; Morris et al., 2005; Weinberg & Gould, 2011).
Athletes can also use imagery to get themselves ready to perform their
best before a particular competition, for example, this preparation could take
the form of imagining the arena where the athlete will perform, or an athlete
could image his performance routine. That is, imagery can be applied to
performance and competition, not just practice (Morris et al., 2005).
Additionally, mental practice can never replace physical practice, but they are
very effective when combined. Imagery can also be used in situations where
athletes cannot practice physically, such as during travel or when they are
injured (Weinberg & Gould, 2011; Ievleva & Orlick, 1991).
To use imagery effectively (Gould et al., 2000 in Gill & Williams, 2008)
have suggested some strategies: Practice imagery regularly, and develop it
through training, and continued practice. Because imagery is not a substitute
for physical practice, but a skill to enhance practice and performance. In
addition, imagery combined with relaxation is more effective than imagery
alone, Use imagery not only in theory but also in practice as well as
competition, use videotapes or audiotapes to enhance imagery skills, use
triggers or cues to facilitate imagery quality. For example, words, phrases, or
objects may aid concentration, most imagery should match real time and
speed, Slowing down or speeding up may be useful in imagery training. Use
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imagery logs. Logs can help people monitor progress, remember cues, or
stay with a training program. Any training must be adjusted for the individual
and the situation, because people are vary in their imagery skills and styles.
So

that

most

sports

and

exercise

psychologists

advise

individual

assessments, evaluation, and modifications with cognitive skill training.
Assessment can increase awareness of skills and help the consultant work
with the person to develop appropriate training strategies. Training strategies
typically follow three steps. First, sensory awareness training helps people
become more aware of all sensations (sounds, smells, feelings) and use them
in imagery. Second, vividness training might start with simple exercises, such
as imagining a childhood bedroom, to develop clearer, more vivid images and
with controllability training, participants learn to regulate images, such as
speeding up and slowing down while imagining running. Vealey and
Greenleaf (2006) provide several excellent examples of exercises, as well as
guidelines for imagery training and use. Once imagery skills have been
developed, they can be used for many purposes, including practising physical
skills or strategies, correcting errors, practising emotional control, and
developing confidence.
Moreover, imagery will only bring benefits to the athlete if he or she
knows how, when and where to use it. Therefore, understanding the use of
different models of imagery is necessary (Coelho et al., 2008).
For examples, when Smith and Holmes (2004) designed an imagery
training program to improve golf putting, performance was enhanced more by
mental practice using audiotapes and videotapes than by mental practice
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using written scripts that were read by the golfers. The interpretation of this
finding was that imagery training using the audio- and videotapes engaged
more functionally equivalent neural processes related to the actual execution
of putting as compared to written scripts.
Imagery is a technique that is incorporated into many different mental
training strategies and models. These include the applied model of imagery
use in sport (Martin et al., 1999; Paivio, 1985), the PETTLEP (physical,
environmental, task, timing, learning, emotion, perspective) model (Holmes &
Collins, 2001) provides useful guidance, but even with its seven elements, it
does not cover all considerations, the three-level model of sport imagery
(Murphy & Martin, 2002), and the sport imagery ability model (Watt et al.,
2004). Specific mental training strategies incorporating imagery include
visuomotor behaviour rehearsal (Suinn, 1984), the Five-Step Strategy (Singer,
1988).
Hausenblas et al. (1999) suggested a multidimensional model. They
named this the model Exercise Model, which has three distinct primary
reasons: energy, appearance and technique. Energy imagery refers to mental
images associated to the feeling of increase energy and decrease stress.
Appearance imagery relates to imagery of a graceful corporal appearance,
healthy and well-conditioned. Technique imagery refers to movement
synesthesia, it is the corporal position during diverse phases of the
movement. Energy and appearance are linked to motivation, whilst technique
imagery works through cognitive function.
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A study developed by Taylor and Shaw (2002) confirms this
assumption. They added one extra element to be researched, the precision of
performance. They conducted a study to determine the effects of positive or
negative imagery in “putting” (last shot) performance in golf. The sample of
this study was composed by golfers with different levels of ability. They
performed the “putting” technique using three different types of Imagery
intervention: (a) Imagery of positive result; (b) Imagery of negative result and
(c) Control group of no imagery. These three conditions were performed in a
competition situation. The results showed that imagery of negative result was
harmful to performance. The imagery of positive result did not present
significance. They reported there is evidence which suggests that imagery of
result operates through a mechanism of self-confidence. The imagery of
negative result negatively influenced the self-confidence and performance of
the athletes. They concluded that athletes should avoid the visualization of
negative images, since this strongly harms self-confidence and as well
performance.
Other

similar

studies

conducted

by

Woolfolk

et

al.

(1985)

demonstrated an improvement in performance precision by using imagery of
positive result technique. They investigated what effect an imagery
intervention would have on the precision of the motor action during “putting” in
golf. In this study, the data was collected out of a sample of 30 university
students, who were randomly divided into three groups: (a) Imagery of
positive result; (b) Imagery of negative result and (c) Control group. In group
(a) The subjects had to imagine the golf ball falling inside the hole making a
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“put”, while in group (b) The subjects had to visualize the ball not falling in the
hole, losing the “put”. The results of this study demonstrated significant
improvement of performance of group (a), when compared to control group
(c), and also with (b). Group (a) showed an improvement in performance,
while the control group demonstrated the worst performance and group (b)
presented deteriorated performance.
Many researches proved the existence of an association between the
content of imagery and self-confidence and anxiety levels in elite athletes
(Vealey, 1986; Moritz et al., 1996; Vadocz et al., 1997; Callow & Hardy, 2001;
Callow & Waters, 2005).

Furthermore, several personal characteristics have

been shown to influence the use of mental training by athletes. Obviously,
self-motivation is a big factor in predicting adherence to mental training (Bull,
1991), and type of motivation influences use of mental training as well.
Harwood et al. (2004) found that high task/ moderate ego-oriented athlete in
terms of achievement goal orientations used more imagery, goal setting, and
positive self-talk as compared to low task/ high ego- and moderate task/ low
ego-oriented athletes (Vealey, 2007).
For example, Callow and Walters (2005) examined the cause-effect
relationship between an intervention of synesthesic imagery and selfconfidence in five professional jockeys. Synesthesic imagery, according to the
authors is characterized by effort, special sensation and consciousness of
body position during the movement. The results confirmed the hypotheses
that synesthesic imagery would increase self-confidence in sport, improving
then the performance.
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Vealey (1986) identified a significant correlation between selfconfidence and performance in sports. The results of his study showed that
athletes who had high levels of self-confidence were the ones who
demonstrated the best performance when compared to other athletes with low
self-confidence.
Brouziyne and Molinaro (2005) investigated the improvement of the
precision of teeing off in golf, through mental training with 23 beginners, who
were divided into three groups. In a seven week intervention one group
combined mental training with physical practice of the approach shot. The
second group received one training per week of physical practice only, and a
third group engaged in various sporting activities instead of either mental or
physical practice of the stroke. Analysis showed that the beginners' approach
shot performance improved most in the group combining physical practice
and mental imagery, when compared with the group just physically practising
the approach shot. It seems mental training can be used effectively to improve
performance even with beginners.
Some researchers suggest that many factors affect the mental
practice, such as the movement synesthesia, the duration of training sections,
the ability and experience of the athlete (Barton, 1996; Scales, 1995; Epstein,
1980).
Barton (1996) developed a study to determine if a method of imagery
intervention could help performance improvement in rappelling, while taking
into consideration gender, age, height, weight and performance. The sample
was composed by 47 males and females. They were divided into
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experimental and control groups. A test of technical level was applied pre and
post treatment. The experimental group participated in 100 minutes of mental
practice of imagery during a 10 days period. The obtained results did not
show any significance interactions between males and females. The
difference was also not significant in performance between groups
(experimental and control). The results did not present significance in the
correlation between age, height, weight, gender and improvement in
performance variables.
Sport psychology has generally moved from the laboratory to the field
over the past 20 years, but imagery research has remained mostly laboratory
or case study oriented. This is, in part, due to the difficulty of conducting
experimental imagery in the field (Weinberg, 2008). Therefore, the majority of
research attention should be directed towards investigating imagery use in the
field. Particularly of interest is understanding how, when, and why imagery
affects an athletes’ performance, as well as its effects on the thoughts,
emotions, and motivations that accompany this performance (Morris et al.,
2005). Also, research efforts should begin to examine how effective imagery
is for athletes when packaged in different ways using specific strategies or
models of intervention (Vealey, 2007).
Furthermore, few studies have been conducted on the practical
efficacy of

psychological techniques

to improve tennis

and

soccer

performance, because the efficacy of mental training is dependent on several
factors. An overview of such influencing variables is outlined in the next
chapter.
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2.5 Mental Training Studies In Tennis
Particularly in professional tennis, psychological strategies are wellestablished and important tools for improving performance. According to a
survey by DeFranesco and Burke (1997), professional tennis players use
strategies such as mental training, preparatory routines, relaxation training,
goal setting, and systematically structured self-talk to aid in their performance.
In addition, DeFranesco and Burke (1997) report that higher-ranked players
attribute a significantly larger part of their performance success to
psychological variables, therefore, the use of these methods should be made
a priority both before and during the competition (Mayer & Hermann, 2009).
Surburg (1968) investigated the effectiveness of mental training in
combination with various forms of instruction on the execution of forehand
strokes in tennis. In all experiment groups: mental training in combination with
audio instruction; audiovisual instruction; and visual instruction, performance
improvements in forehand strokes, in comparison to the control group, could
be observed. The most effective program in this study proved to be mental
training in combination with audio instruction. In particular, mental training was
studied in connection with the learning elements of the technique.
DeFrancesco

and

Burke

(1992)

in

their

study,

Performance

Enhancement Strategies Used in a Professional Tennis Tournament,
attempted to identify which types of performance enhancement strategies
were employed most frequently by 115 professional tennis players who
competed in the 1992 Lipton Tennis Tournament. The results of a 13-item
questionnaire revealed that the most common strategies used by the tennis
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players were imagery/ visualization, use of a consistent preparatory routine for
every pre-service or pre-service return (i.e., mental preparation), relaxation,
goal-setting and self-talk. The players felt that their motivation to compete,
maintain concentration throughout the match, and self-confidence affected
their performances considerably.
Morans’

(1995)

proposed

study to

determine

how

effectively

psychological techniques were used to enhance performance in tennis was
based on the views of some international tennis coaches. The study, carried
out by Moran in 1995, involved interviewing thirty full time tennis coaches that
train professional players. All of the participants had taken part in a workshop
in Dubai in 1991. They originated from thirteen different countries, were on
average 37.63 years old and give training an average of 22.58 hours a week.
For the study, twenty seven questions were formulated to provide an overview
of the different mental techniques that were used in training. In the study the
following sections are interrogated: How important mental abilities were for
success in tennis competitions, or rather, to what content did they influence
the success? How can those abilities be trained? How important are those
abilities in tennis and what are the main observable differences in the different
techniques?
The results were divided in four parts. The first part outlined the
importance of being receptive to mental training in tennis. Ninety percent of
the coaches felt that mental abilities were important for success in tennis
competitions and gave mental training on a weekly basis. Almost all of the
coaches believed that mental abilities could be developed with training. The
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coaches felt that the problem of under developed mental abilities was due to a
lack of time spent training and in the realization of the theoretical knowledge.
The second part dealt with special mental abilities. Different mental abilities
have to be rated by the coaches with the help of a 7-stage Likert-scale (1=not
important at all; 7= very important). For validation, motivation, concentration
and self-confidence were those most often named. The efficiency of special
psychological techniques was the third part. The coaches had to rate how
important the use of certain psychological techniques was for them. Out of
thirteen items listed, the coaches most frequently identified the soliloquy,
imagination of the next hit and imagination of the technique, which all
correspond with visualization. The fourth, and final, part of the results dealt
with the question of what the coaches need, or rather, what would help them
most. The answer, it turns out, is that that the coaches want some form of
instruction to aid them in designing and executing a mental training program.
In Morans’ study three weak points can be identified. The first weak
point is that the answers only represented the opinion of the coaches since
there was no other form of evaluation in used at the time. The second
weakness is the small number of spot tests. The questions were answered by
only thirty coaches and, therefore, cannot be generalized. Third, the
participants were not chosen at random. All of the coaches had taken part in a
work shop in Dubai and represent just a small percent of all coaches.
In summary the study comes to the conclusion that the coaches of
professionals are completely aware of the importance of mental factors in
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training and, therefore, desire more development, knowledge and studies on
mental preparation (Müller, 2011)
Féry and Morizot (2000) examined what effect mental training could
have on learning how to serve in tennis. Their study included two conditions:
one focused only on the observation of a model and the other on the
observation of the model followed by mental training involving the movement.
In this context, it seemed that mental training played a crucial role as the
effect of a model in the learning of a tennis serve was greater when the
movement was additionally added to the training.
Immenroth et al. (2003) studied mental training in connection with the
improvement of tennis serves in 10-year-old children. The children
participating had all had approximately three years of experience playing
tennis. The training program was carried out over four weeks, in 15-minute
training sessions held two times per week. The children were divided into
three training groups: the first group received mental training in a child-friendly
form according to the ‘Stepwise’ model of Eberspächer (2001); the second
group received practical training in serving; and the third, a control group,
received

practical training for their forehand. As

expected, it was

demonstrated that both the mental training group and the practical training
group had improved in comparison to the control group; the mental training
group had only slightly different results from the practical training group. This
result indicates that for technique learning, actual practice time can, to some
degree, be replaced by mental training sessions, without a resulting loss in
quality of the technique acquisition. Also notable is that mental training alone
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can lead to improved technique. This is holds true for technique acquisition in
children and adolescents (Mayer & Hermann, 2009). In the authors opinion,
that by starting mental training as a youth mental training as an adult will be
easier and more effective.
Shaw and Goodfellow (1997) proposed another model, based on
imagery, which they called “Imagery of Result”. It is a kind of imagery focuses
on what happens after the completion of a motor action. They suggest that
imagery of result can be positive or negative. The image of a positive result
can influence the posterior imagery of a service in tennis, while the image of a
negative result can prejudice it. Beilcock et al. ( 2001) reinforce this premise,
emphasizing that results after having positive or negative images

are

positively correlated with the outcome , e.g. positive images result in positive
outcomes while negative images result in negative outcomes. Therefore, from
the point of view of the author it would be better to eliminate negative imagery
and instead focus on only positive imagery before executing a movement.
Defrancesco and Burke (1997) stated that tennis is a sport which
requires precise movements and is relatively long in duration. Therefore,
improving and maintaining a high level of self-confidence is the primary goal
of an imagery intervention. In fact, an intervention using imagery, should be
directed to the improvement of self-confidence in a continuous manner. This
point of view is shared by Mamassis and Doganis (2004). They developed a
study with the purpose of indentifying the effects of an intervention, using
imagery, to decrease pre-competition anxiety and increase self-confidence,
thereby, the performance of tennis athletes. The results indicated that the
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intervention period led to a decrease of anxiety and an increase of selfconfidence after the imagery intervention period.
Similarly, Ryska (1998) studied the use of various cognitive strategies
and their contribution to the reduction of cognitive and somatic anxiety as well
as an increase in self-confidence before an official competition. He found that
approximately thirty procent of athletes utilize mental skills such as relaxation
training, mental training, attention control, positive self-talk, and goal setting
which correlate to lower cognitive and somatic anxiety and higher selfconfidence.
Another similar conclusion was reached by Mamassis and Doganis
(2004). They found evidence supporting the positive effect of a mental training
program on perceived competition anxiety. The mental training Program
(MTP) includes five different psychological skills (Goal setting, positive
thinking and self-talk, concentration and routines, arousal regulation
techniques, and imagery). There was a total of nine participants, elite junior
tennis players from the northwest part of Greece, that were divided into two
groups.

A control group, tennis practice only, had four players. Tennis

practice plus Mental training program, used as a intervention (experimental)
group had five players. The results indicated an increase in the direction
dimension of somatic anxiety, cognitive anxiety and self-confidence for the
intervention group in the post-test. Moreover, the intensity of self-confidence
and the overall tennis performance was greater for all participants of the
intervention group after the MTP.
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Gould et al. (1999) proposed a survey involving 153 junior tennis
coaches in order to determine their opinions about the importance of mental
skills training, the specific mental skills they teach, strategies they use to
teach mental skills, and recommendations for making mental skills training
more effective. The results identified some of the mental skills thought to be
most difficult to teach including reframing pressure, crisis management, selfconfidence, and emotional control. Roadblocks to mental skills training
included a lack of time, lack of player interest, difficulty evaluating mental
skills training success, and a lack of models or examples of coaches actually
teaching mental skills. Coaches also indicated a need for practical mental
skills training exercises that could be taught in 10-15 minutes, strategies for
better engaging players in mental skills training, and the need for mental skills
training videos to use with players. Differences in the coaches’ opinions were
compared between the more and less experienced and sport psychology
trained and untrained coaches.
Scales (1995) proposed a study With the purpose of determining the
level of influence of mental training (Imagery) in service performance in tennis
for white and black people, a study was developed involving thirty five tennis
players from American universities. The groups were divided into high and low
skills, according to results in the University American League. The subjects of
the experimental group were submitted to a relaxation program and a positive
Imagery intervention with the exhibition of a movie showing the desired
technique in each training section. The subjects of the control group were
exposed to a placebo video containing nature images and sounds. After
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seven days of practice the subjects of the experimental group were recorded
in a game situation. The results of the test group did not reveal any significant
differences in the performance level when compared to the control group.
Jekauc and Woll (2006) designed a study about the tennis serve, The
purpose of this study is to investigat whether the visualization of a positive
result before the actual execution of a serve has a positive effect on the
precision of the serve or not. The test exercise was to land the serve in a
target area (80 x 40 cm) positioned on the right side, near the center line, of
the opponents’ court. The study included 26 tournament players (10 female
and 16 male) between the ages of 15 and 28, with a median age of 22.3, with
skill levels ranging from regional and first division. All players had, in the
previous year, played tennis at least once a week. Recruiting for the study
took place in two clubs of the Baden Tennis Association. Participation in the
experiment was voluntary. The results of this experiment seem to support the
hypothesis that the visualization of a positive result before the actual
execution of a serve has a positive effect on the precision of the serve. The
effect size in this case was ETA2 = .16, which indicates an increase in the hit
rate of about 7.6 percentage points.
Coelho et al. (2007) studied the effect of imagery in the tennis service
stroke (closed skill) and service receiving stroke (open skill). Forty eight male
tennis players ranging in age from 16 to 18 years were divided into two
groups; a control group that received only technical practice and an
experimental group which received both imagery and technical practice. The
results of this study suggested that visualizing a positive outcome may be
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more powerful in improving performance of closed skill movements than open
skill movements.
Coelho et al. (2008) also proposed a study to determine whether an
imagery training intervention program could affect the performance of junior
Brazilian tennis players in two distinct situations: (1) serving without precision
and (2) serving at a target with precision. Forty six junior male tennis players
with ages ranging from 14 to 16 years were, as in previous studies, divided
into two groups; a control group receiving only technical practice and an
experimental group that was given imagery training as well as technical
practice. The results demonstrated an effect (p< 0.05) between experimental
and control groups in the situation “service without precision”. However, the
difference in the situation of “service with precision” was not significant
(p>0.5). These results demonstrate the effectiveness of imagery training for
building self confidence to improve performance.
However, Malouff et al. (2008) evaluated the effects of pre-competition
positive imagery and self-instructions on serving accuracy in a tennis serving
competition. One hundred and fifteen adult tennis players were randomly
assigned to one of three conditions; positive imagery about serving; selfinstructions relating to serving and a control group in which no mental training
techniques were used. The results demonstrated that the participants in both
the imagery and the self-instruction conditions served significantly more
accurately than those in the control condition.
Those studies (Arvinen-Barrow et al., 2007; Coelho et al., 2007, 2008;
Jekauc & Woll, 2005, 2006; Jekauc, 2006; Malouff et al., 2008) aimed to
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determine whether the effect of an intervention using imagery resulted in an
increase in self-confidence, thereby improving performance and precision of
the serve in tennis as a closed motor skill. The results of those experiments
seem to support the hypothesis that the visualization of a positive result
before the actual execution of a serve has a positive effect on the precision of
the serve. This mental technique of imagining positive results before carrying
out a movement, seems to function successfully not only in golf (Woolfolk et
al., 1985) and darts (Powell, 1973), but also in tennis. Practising psychologists
such as Loehr (1991) have long known from their own practical experience
that this mental technique can give one an advantage in tennis.
2.6 Mental Training Studies in Soccer
The study of Crossman (1992) about the effect of three methods on the
learning of in the soccer penalty kick tested 30 varsity level players with the
Crossman Penalty Kick Test. In a three-group design (internal imagery, slowmotion mental practice, and no practice) during eight days the subjects were
tested before, during and at the end of the intervention. As a result, internal
imagery and slow-motion mental practice showed a performance increasing
effect. Furthermore mental practice was more effective in the first days of the
intervention (Kiefer, 2011)
Blair et al. (1993) were interested in studying both novice and
experienced soccer players. They investigated the effectiveness of mental
training in performance in the form, both of accuracy and speed in a sportspecific typical skills course. The course participants were tested on,
consisted of a combination of dribbling with obstacles, running without the
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ball, and passing, and finally shots at a defined target area. Mistakes in each
task were punished with time penalties. The experimental group mentally
trained for the course; the control group did not train for the course at all.
The mental training was carried out over the course of 6 weeks in 15minute training sessions 2 times per week. Three different types of mental
training were utilized: Observer perspective and visual modality, internal
perspective and visual modality, and internal perspective and kinesthetic
modality.
While no significant effects in terms of accuracy of performance could
be found, both beginners and experienced players in the experimental group
improved with regard to speed in comparison to the control group. Blair et al.
(1993) emphasized that mental training in soccer-specific tasks is effective,
and that mental training can be used at every level of ability (Mayer &
Hermann, 2009).
Franks and Hanvey (1997) have recently focused on the penalty kick
as a critical element in deciding the outcome of a game. Its importance has
been obvious in England, extending from World Cup '90 to World Cup '98.
There can be little doubt that the penalty kick has been an important
determining factor in deciding recent major football competitions. Therefore,
such research is both timely and relevant. There are two branches to this
research. First, is the examination of the penalty kick from the goalkeeper's
perspective. Can we provide the goalkeeper with information that will enable
him to predict the placement of the kick? Furthermore, can we train the
goalkeeper to use the appropriate response cues provided by the kicker.
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Second, is the examination of the penalty shoot-out. Is there an optimal
ordering of the selected group of penalty takers (Franks et al., 1999).
Frank and Hanvey (1997) also examined the following visual cues
provided by the penalty taker for their predictive utility – the starting position,
the angle of approach to the ball, the forward or backward lean of the torso,
the placement of the non-kicking foot just prior to contact, and the point of
contact on the ball of the kicking foot. The only visual cue found to be both
reliable and time efficient was the placement of the non-kicking foot, which
pointed in the direction that the ball would travel on more than 80% of the
penalty kicks. From the penalty kicks taken in the 1996 European
Championships, the placement of the non-kicking foot predicted the direction
of the penalty-kick in excess of 85%. Furthermore they found that, detection of
the placement of the non-kicking foot was estimated to allow time of 150-200
ms up to the instant of ball contact. These results indicated that a training
program aimed at improving a goalkeeper’s decision-making capability within
realistic time constraints might yield good dividends for the goalkeeper.
The penalty kick represents a decision problem with major inc entives,
making it intriguing to determine whether expert players – who are
encouraged through hefty financial rewards to do their best during the few
seconds of a penalty kick – deviate from rational decision making. Numerous
studies have examined cognitive processes such as anticipation, cue
utilization, and response time of goalkeepers during penalty kicks (e.g., Morris
& Burwitz, 1989; McMorris et al., 1993; Williams & Burwitz, 1993; McMorris et
al., 1995; McMorris & Colenso, 1996; Savelsbergh et al., 2002, 2005).
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However, the question of whether goalkeepers and kickers act optimally or
reveal biased decision making is still an under-researched topic. Accordingly,
Bar-Eli et al. (2007) investigated this problem and found that goalkeepers
jump to their right or left in 94% of the penalty kicks, although given the
distribution of kicks, it is optimal for goalkeeper to stay in the center more than
6% of the time. Bar-Eli and others (2009), although not directly addressing the
issue of biased decision making, found that the most difficult penalty kicks to
stop are the ones that reach the upper third part of the goal, but nevertheless
only 13% of penalty kicks reach this area (P. 99).
Thelwell et al. (2006) examined how effective a mental training
program tailored for midfielders can be on position-specific performance. The
mental training program consisted of relaxation training (progressive muscle
relaxation), training in performance-conducive self-talk, and mental training in
which basic skills (pass reception, pass-making, and tackling in a variety of
situations) were developed and mentally trained. Additionally, critical
situations were also taken into account, e.g., actions after a bad pass, etc.
The study was carried out with 5 (performance-class) midfielders as subjects.
At least minor improvements in all position-specific performance variables
were observed. While four players showed clear improvements, the
performance of one of the players improved only in terms of the consistency
of the observed performance. The Results are, elite athletes in soccer make
more use of mental training than non-elite athletes, the use of mental training
for a soccer-specific skills course showed no significant effects in terms of
accuracy. Speed, on the other hand, improved for both inexperienced and
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experienced players, and mental training can optimize position-specific
performance in soccer (Mayer & Hermann, 2009).
Some recent research has suggested that penalty kickers in major
international tournaments are particularly susceptible to choking under
pressure (e.g. Jordet et al. ( 2007). Specifically, under conditions where the
negative effect of a shot is of key importance (i.e., shots where a miss
instantly produces a loss), players respond with avoidance behaviors, such as
looking away or speeding up their preparation, and they perform considerably
worse than on neutral and positive valence shots (Jordet & Hartman, 2008).
Thus, when these performers’ egos are severely threatened, they seem to
engage in self-regulatory behaviors that backfire and reduce performance.
Choking under pressure is defined as performing worse than expected
in situations with a high degree of perceived importance (Blaumeister, 1984;
Beilock & Gray, 2007).
The results of the study showed that players with high current status
performed worse and seemed to engage more in escapist self-regulatory
behaviors than players with future high status. Some of these performance
drops may be accounted for by misdirected self-regulation (particularly low
response time), but only small multivariate effects were found (Jordet, 2009).
This chapter gives an overview of several studies. Nevertheless, there is less
research about the effects of mental training on soccer penalties without goal
keeper. So that this work seeks to clarify this area of research.
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3. Representative Closed Motor Skills in Tennis and Soccer
3.1 Tennis Serve
Tennis belongs to the so-called “return games.” Two players (or
doubles teams) face each other on a playing court divided by a net. The goal
is to aim one’s shot at the opponent’s side of the court so that it cannot be
returned. The basic strokes are the serve, forehand, and backhand, all of
which can be utilized in a number of variants, such as smashes and volleys
(Mayer & Hermann, 2009).
From the beginner to the professional levels in tennis, efficient and
effective on-court movement is key to success. Movements can be classified
as baseline to net, close range, wide-ball and recovery, and sprint, with the
split step and the ready position the omnipresent, preparatory movement
sequences. Research has identified the mechanical characteristics of some of
these common movement strategies, while factors such as the game style,
morphology and sex of the player, court surface, type of ball and shoe wear
help to determine the specific movement strategies a player employs (Reid &
Crespo, 2003). Previous research (Elliot et al, 1989, 1990; Muller, 1989;
Schönborn, 1984) indicates that the most important factors affecting sports
results in tennis performance are coordination, agility, dynamic power and
speed, tennis technique, footwork and a group of mental features. It is also
well established that agility and footwork as well as speed and power are
important components of the performance levels amongst tennis players
(Elliot et al., 1989, 1990; Krolak, 1990; Muller, 1989; Schönborn, 1984, 1993;
Unierzyski, 1996). There are many publications available (Higger, 1993, 2002;
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Pluim 1999; Snelleman, 1993; Unierzyski et al., 1998; van Aken, 1998) which
describe training methods for improving these abilities. Based on this
information many coaches focus on developing major abilities affecting
performance during the training process from the beginning of a player’s
career (Unierzyski, 2004, p. 55). In modern tennis, all fast strokes must be
precisely coordinated if they are to be carried out successfully. The basis of
excellent action velocity is a high level of coordination (the interaction of the
central nervous system and the skeletal system) and coordination speed
(Grosser & Schönborn, 2007, p. 13). Tennis players need to work at
improving a variety of strokes and types of movements. They must be able to
perform these strokes and movements from different positions on the court, in
different play situations, at different speeds and with minimal risk of injury
(Elliot & Reid, 2003).
Speed in sport, in general, means the ability to achieve the highest
possible reaction and movement speeds under certain given conditions, by
means of the cognitive process, will-power and the functionality of the neuromuscular system (Grosser & Schönborn, 2007).
The greatest danger for a beginner in tennis is learning a stroke in an
incorrect way. Once the body learns a movement pattern it is hard to unlearn
it. Erasing an existing muscle memory and replacing it with a new one can be
a frustrating and painstaking process.
The basis of tennis play is technique. Without a well mastered
technique, all efforts of a coach in furthering the development of the player are
questionable. For example, during speed training, the quality of the technical
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performance of individual forms of movement is considered as being of
paramount importance. Through the use of wrong technical processes,
“wrong” patterns are stored in the brain (e.g. a poor running and throwing
technique) that can later severely limit the optimal development of speed
(Grosser & Schönborn, 2002, p. 56).
Technique is a factor that can be seen in connection with movement.
This is especially relevant in modern technique training in tennis (Schönborn,
2000). Furthermore, tennis stroke and movement production has long been of
interest to players, coaches and researchers. The very first description and
images of tennis strokes appeared in literature published during the 14th and
15th centuries. Since then, virtually every book or video devoted to tennis
technique and trainging has detailed the technical characteristics that
constitute tennis strokes and movements (Elliot & Reid, 2003, p. 11).
“Technique learning and technique training must, from the beginning, be
characterised by considerable variety and high complexity” (Lehnrtz, 1996).
Tennis playing necessitates the use of movements that have a high level of
complexity. There are relatively few sports which are so demanding in this
area. Not only the complexity of different types of movements in the stroke,
but also the complexity, interconnection and interdependence of the different
conditioning, co-ordination, psychological and functional factors during the
learning and training process are of the utmost importance for achieving
optimal levels of learning and training success.
Technique can, therefore, be optimally developed if it is seen as part
and parcel of a whole system. This means, however, that they system must
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first be developed. The human body forms a unit, and can only function
optimally as a unit; otherwise it does not function at all or does so
unsuccessfully being limited by existing deficiencies and weaknesses. This
topic will be further explored later in the text. But in the end, the concentration
of the athlete should be focused completely on the speed of the movement
and only “incidentally” on the technique itself (Grosser & Schönborn, 2007).
The quality of technique has a decisive influence on performance in
tennis, as technique is the signature of the player by which he transfers all his
conditioning, mental abilities and tactics to the ball, and, through it, on to the
opponent. This is all the more reason why a great deal of attention should to
be given to its optimal development (Schönborn, 2000, p. 13).
Furthermore, an excellent technique and well-defined coordination
abilities allow speed to develop on its own. Seen in this way, speed, coordination ability and technique work as a “unit” in tennis (Grosser &
Schönborn, 2007).
Before diagnosing any stroke a coach must acknowledge that flaws in
technique may not be mechanically based. They may be caused by
psychological factors (e.g. stress, anxiety), poor tactical decisions (e.g.
position on court does not permit the selected shot to be hit effectively) or a
lack of fitness (e.g., poor foot movement in positioning for the stroke) (Elliot &
Alderson, 2003).
In tennis training methodology, the systematization of the entire
development and training process, the direct connection between technique,
tactics and load distribution within conditioning training are still considered
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three main weak points. It must be understood that a normal training session
can include several different or a unity of co-ordination, conditioning,
technique, tactics, and mental, physical and social environments (Crespo et
al., 2002; Schönborn, 2000). However, successful tennis play is inextricably
linked to the effectiveness and efficiency of a player’s on-court movement and
strokes. Therefore, proper conditioning leads to enhanced performance and
prevents injury (Elliot & Crespo, 2003).
Furthermore speed, strength, basic endurance, and optimal muscular
stretchability have a positive effect on speed resulting in top performance
development in tennis (Grosser & Schönborn, 2007).
Any meaningful discussion on variations in tennis stroke technique
requires knowledge of sport biomechanics. Biomechanics is a field of study
that focuses on understanding motion and the causes of motion in living
things (Knudson, 2006).
The game of tennis has dramatically changed over the last fifteen years
in that it is now a game dominated by the serve. Increases in the speed of the
serve has meant that aces and one or two shot rallies are now becoming
commonplace. It is now accepted on the professional circuit that it is difficult
to compete at the top level without a fast serve (Higgins & Lees, 1995).
Aggressive game style is also dominate in modern tennis. Almost all
professional players use every opportunity to open the court as soon as
possible (usually with a serve or return) and put their opponents into a
defensive position. Players who try “just to hit over the net” can barely
compete at a serious level. Despite similarities between all players it is known
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that is different players win the most important tournaments played on fast
(e.g. grass) and slow (e.g. red clay) surfaces (Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004,
p. 169). Winning a tennis match is impossible without a mastery of serve and
return, both technically and tactically, so that, special attention has been given
to researching the service and return (Bollettieri, 1995; Hedelund &
Rasmusen, 1997; Schönborn, 1999; Kleinoder, 2001); considered as the most
important strokes in a modern game in tennis.
The serve is both the easiest and the most difficult shot in tennis. It can
be said to be the easiest because the opponent has no influence whatsoever
on it, except perhaps in a psychological sense. However, it is also very
difficult because the target is limited and hidden behind the net. Also there are
more things happening at once during a serve than in the other strokes in
tennis (Schuyler, 1993, p. 69).
The service stroke puts the ball in play at each point of a game and is,
therefore, considered to be the most important stroke in tennis (Emery &
Hopper, 2001; DTB, 2001; Jekauc & Woll, 2006; Knudson, 2006; Moran &
Marshall, 2009; Pittman, 1989; Roetert & Groppel, 2001). Furthermore, the
service stroke has also been recognised as an important part of Grand Slam
tennis (Donoghue & Ballantyne, 2004). A tennis player must acquire it in order
to have an effective attack. In addition, the serve is the only stroke over which
a player has full control. The two chances allowed on the serve make it
unique and are a luxury not permitted in other sports.
The serve is an effective offensive weapon because the ball can be hit
with a tremendous velocity, thus reducing the oppositions’ reaction time and
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consequently their ability to return the ball. Variations of the service action can
also cause the ball to spin which affects the trajectory of the ball after the
bounce (Behamonde & Knudson, 2003; Emery & Hopper, 2001; Pittman,
1989).
The object of the serve is to put the ball in play so that it will be difficult
for the opponent to make a strong return or, in fact, to make a return at all.
Serving to an opponents' weak side or moving an opponent out of position are
common examples of the effect the serve can have on an opponents’ ability to
return a serve and thus on winning or losing a point (Pittman, 1989, p. 57).
Expert performance in many racket sports is characterised by athletes
reacting extremely quickly to key events such as the direction of an
opponent’s shot. For example, in serve and return, the first serve is a
dominant factor in the game because the serve is largely responsible for
determining the speed of the point (Coe, 2000; Jackson & Gudgeon, 2004).
The importance of speed in tennis includes; the player to be able to
react as fast as possible to surprise actions by an opponent, being able to
give the ball as much release velocity as possible in many different strokes
(e.g. in the service and the smash) and lastly combining speed with technicaltactical and conditioning abilities to be able to play the whole match as fast
and as effectively as possible (Grosser & Schönborn, 2007).
The power in a tennis serve can dominate the game at the elite level
and should be drawn from multiple sources; ritual, an upward drive of the
legs, a rotation of the shoulders (loading) and snap the wrist - all occurring in
one smooth sequence. It would also appear that higher loading is an
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important factor in producing higher service velocity. There is, however, no
rule written that accurately explains to a player how to coordinate the body
movements for the serve with the toss of the ball. The must explore it for
himself during practice. Physical preparation is therefore essential for players
who wish to develop a powerful serve (Clark, 1991; Elliot & Yue, 2003;
Knudson, 2006; Schippers & Lange, 2006).
Traditionally, serves are classified as either first or second serves. First
serves attain higher-speeds (flat) and second serves are slower but with
greater spin (slice). However, this terminology is problematic for a couple of
reasons. First, all serves are hit with spin, so a serve hit will no spin is not
possible, and secondly, a “flat” serve is a misnomer. A flat serve is just a
serve hit to maximize ball speed and, therefore, has minimal spin. Tennis
players should think of all serves as having a mix of ball speed and spin that
they select based on match conditions. This complication also affects the
biomechanical research on the serve because players hit serves with a
combination of spins in competition and experimental settings. Second, the
increased power and accuracy capable with modern racquets has begun to
change the traditional serving strategy. Examination of match statistics has
shown that some players may benefit from faster first and second serves
(Knudson, 2006, p. 45).
An important principle of tennis is the positioning of a server - three feet
or less from the center mark is recommended when serving on the right side.
Serving from that location facilitates service to the receiver’s backhand and
promotes proper court coverage in defending against the opponent’s return.
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On the left side, a position about 3 to 5 feet from the center mark
enhances success in serving to the receiver’s backhand while also providing
the server a good forehand position for service returns.
The developing player should habitually assume these service
positions because this practice readily promotes consistency and develops
skill in serving placement (Collins & Hodges, 1985; DTB. Bd. 1, 1995)
The philosophy of intelligent serve tactics is to open the point with an
advantage. For the technically complete player, this should usually be
possible, provided he plans the play out and uses a little creativity.
For example, “The height that the ball should be “pushed” should be
approximately the top of the racket if a player is to hit a relatively stationary
ball” (Elliot, 1995; DTB. Bd. 2, 1996; Schuyler, 1993).
Speed of the serve is determined not only by how hard the ball is struck
but also by the amount of spin that is imparted to the ball, with a high service
speed being of paramount importance. The hard flat serve gives the receiver
less time to react but is more difficult to place in the opponent’s service court
than the slice or twist serve. Hitting the side of the ball furthest from the player
spins the ball around it’s vertical axis and produces a slice serve. The slice
motion takes some speed off the ball and allows it to more easily clear the net
than the flat serve. Slice serves from a right-handed server to a right-handed
receiver cause the ball to curve and also bounce toward the forehand side of
the court. Thus, placement of this serve to the receiver’s backhand side
causes the ball to bounce in his direction, forcing the execution of a rather
difficult return. On the other hand, slice serves should be placed deep in the
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service court for maximum effectiveness, but even shallow slices are effective
if they possess adequate spin. The receiver must move to the far side of the
court to return a slice serve and is thereby not in a good position to rush the
net or return to the baseline (Collins & Hodges, 1985; DTB. Bd. 1, 1995;
Moran & Marshall, 2009).
Striking the ball on the side nearest the server constitutes a twist serve
and produces the reverse effect to the slice serve. In this situation, a righthander’s serve to the forehand side of a right-handed opponent tends to veer
toward him/her, while the same serve to the backhand side forces the receiver
to move laterally for the return (Collins & Hodges, 1985, p. 67)
There are some common serve tactics that players can utilize (e.g.
Serve to Weakness). If an opponent has a poor backhand; you serve to it in
order to elicit a weak return. However, a weakness will improve if it constantly
gets used, therefore another tactic is to attack an opponents’ stronger side as
well (Serve to Strength). Doing so keeps an opponent off balance, and in
certain situations, a wide serve to the forehand in the deuce court, for
example, you are assured to hit the next shot at the players’ weakness, while
at the same time forcing them to run for the ball. The Serve at the Opponent’s
Body tactic is also known as “jamming” the receiver, because the player has
to get out of his or her own way before returning the ball. Hit “Change-ups”
involves varying the speed and pace of your serves, while being careful to use
the same motions. With the Change your Serving Position on the Baseline
technique a player should occasionally move a little farther from the service
center mark. This changes the angles possible for the players’ serve and
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requires a position shift from the opponent. Lastly it is important that a player
hit at least two different serves. Although a player may find one type of serve
to be the most comfortable they still must mix in another type. If a player can
hit all three of the service variations so much the better (DTB. Bd. 1, 1995;
Schuyler, 1993, p. 169).
A final note on the serve: When the player is playing an important
match, focus only on making his racket strings drive up through the ball
(Clark, 1991).
3.2 Soccer Penalty Kick
Everybody involved with the game of association soccer realizes that
training is a necessary part of preparing for competition. Playing soccer itself
is only one part of the preparation. There is the requirement to be fit to play, to
work on correcting physical deficiencies and enhance individual strengths
(Reilly, 2007).
The ability to anticipate the opponents’ intentions and to make
appropriate decisions based on this information are essential components of
skilled performance in soccer at youth and adult levels (Stratton et al., 2004).
Having a visual demonstration of a technique or a tactical maneuver is
an important element of coaching – but it doesn’t have to come from the
coach. An important element of “the game is the teacher” philos ophy, that is,
players will also learn from other players. The two go hand in hand; emulating
is the practical application of what they see other players do on the field of
play (Stokell, 2002, p. 43).
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The ability to determine what an opponent is likely to do before he
actually does it is referred to as anticipation. The process underlying
anticipation skills are likely to be perceptual and cognitive in nature. Over the
last 20 years or so scientists have been able to answer many of the mysteries
in this field (Stratton et al., 2004).
The main purpose of training is to improve human capabilities in all
their manifestations. These capabilities are characterized in physical,
psychomotor and psychological attributes. The highest level for example in
fitness assessments, comprises limits to human performance, and training
programs must therefore be designed to raise these functional limits (Reilly,
2007).
Soccer is a team sport in which the ball may be played with the foot
and head. The only exception is the goalkeeper, who may also use his hands
within his own penalty area. The 11 players on a team seek to hit the ball into
the opponent’s goal and to prevent the opposing side from doing the same.
The basic requirements for a successful soccer team are a combination of
physical fitness, individual talents and technique, and

last but not least

effective teamwork (Mayer & Hermann, 2009).
There is also widespread acceptance amongst coaches that at the elite
level players are more often differentiated by these ‘mental’ or psychological
factors rather than by physical or physiological characteristics. (William &
Reilly, 2000).
Another common perception amongst coaches is that the ability to
‘read the game’ and to make appropriate strategic and tactical decisions ar e
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largely innate or, at best, far too difficult to improve through practice and
instruction (Stratton et al., 2004).
Salmon et al. (1994) examined the ways in which soccer players utilize
various levels of mental training. Soccer players use mental training more
often in competition than in training sessions and in both cases, more before
than after playing. Elite athletes make more frequent use of mental training
than non-elite athletes.
The penalty kick is often a critical determinant of success in soccer.
While the odds for success favors the penalty taker instead of the goalkeeper,
the outcome of a penalty kick remains uncertain (McGarry & Franks, 2005).
Penalty kicks were introduced in soccer in 1891 – for the express
purpose of giving a player in the 18 – yard box another opportunity to try for a
goal after an attempt was denied by a major foul.
Penalty kick shootouts were first introduced in a major competition in
the 1976 European Championship. Czechoslovakia had been leading West
Germany 2-0 in the Final until the West Germans equalized in the last minute.
There were no goals scored in the overtime. the Finals committee had agree
to host the first penalty kick tiebreaker, which West Germany subsequently
lost (Witzig, 2006).
Taking a penalty kick in a shoot-out is a discrete motor skill in which
there is a recognizable beginning and end. It is, however, a complex
movement which requires a high level “motor” aspect. The two general control
strategies for taking a penalty kick, presented by Kuhn (1988), are closed and
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open loop control, referring to the control process for responding to, and
ignoring, the goalkeeper’s movements, respectively (Bowtell, 2009).
The soccer “penalty kick” in the knock-out phase of major international
tournaments is one of the most dramatic events in international soccer. The
outcome of these kicks is typically attributed to such factors as psychology
(e.g. coping with stress), skill (e.g. kicking technique), physiology (e.g.
overcoming the fatigue of 120 min play), and chance (e.g. in what direction
the goalkeeper moves) (Jordet et al., 2007).
Penalty kicks create a simple but interesting real-life decision-making
task under uncertainty. The topic of judgment and decision making under
uncertainty has attracted the attention of sport/exercise psychologists (Bar-Eli
& Raab, 2006). But, skilled soccer players are able to use information from
opponents’ postural orientation to anticipate their intentions. For example,
through the use of a variety of experimental techniques s uch as film
occlusion, questionnaires and eye movement recording, researchers have
shown that skilled soccer goalkeepers are able to use information arising from
a penalty taker’s run-up and body shape immediately prior to foot-ball contact
to anticipate the destination of the penalty kick successfully (Williams et al,
1999; Stratton et al., 2004).
After analyzing penalty kicks from the FIFA World Cup Finals between
1982 and 1994, Franks et al. (1999) reported that it takes about 600 ms from
the instant of foot contact for the ball to cross the goal line, whereas it takes in
the region of 500-700 ms for the goalkeeper to complete the movement in an
attempt to stop the shot. For the optimal goalkeeping performance the
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decision to initiate movement (including the direction of the dive) must
therefore be made some time before the ball contact (McGarry & Franks,
2005). And also, a player taking a penalty in competition must be clear on
which strategy will give the greatest chance of scoring. For an average-paced
shot, 32 m•s-1, it takes just 344 ms for the ball to reach the goal-line (Morya
et al., 2005). Therefore, goalkeepers must dive prior to the player making
contact with the ball to have the greatest probability of saving the shot. Some
players use a strategy in which they aim to take advantage of this by watching
the keeper’s movement and adjust their kicking motion to shoot into the empty
side of the goal (Bowtell et al., 2009).
The nature of the penalty kick necessitates a decision by the
goalkeeper in real-time based on the detection of visual cues. Laboratorybased studies have reported 100 ms to be the lower limit for reacting correctly
to these visual cues. Thus, the goalkeeper must detect and react to visual
cues provided by the penalty taker approximately 100 ms before the ball is
contacted if he is to stop the shot. The visual cues that are provided outside of
this window occur to early or too late to make a decision. The goalkeeper
should not react too late of course given the constraints of reaction time and
movement time noted earlier (McGarry & Franks, 2005).
The consensus in the literature is that the most important visual cues
or clues include the orientation of the penalty taker’s non-kicking foot, which
tends to point in the same direction as the ball’s intended destination, the
angle of the hips prior to ball contact, which tend to slope away from the
goalkeeper when the ball is played to his right side, assuming a right-footed
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penalty taker, and the arc of the kicking leg as it approaches the ball (see
Franks and Hanvey, 1997; Savelsbergh et al., 2002 in Stratton et al., 2004, p.
140).
According to Palacios-Huerta (2003), the time it takes the ball to get
from the penalty mark to the goal is about 0.3 s; this would imply that because
of the short distance between the ball and the goal, and because of the high
speed at which the ball is kicked, the goalkeeper usually cannot afford to wait
until he sees clearly in what direction the ball is kicked (Bar-Eli et al., 2009).
Therefore, the goalkeeper should react too early for two reasons. The first
reason is that the goalkeeper will not benefit from subsequent (more reliable)
visual cues provided by the penalty taker.
The increase in penalty-kick speeds, from times to the goal of 600 ms
in the 1980's to 300 ms in 2005 shows goalkeepers must increasingly decide
on their course of action before the ball is kicked. In the opinion of American
soccer player Jonathan Bass (2012) this results in an increasing advantage
for the penalty-kicker, but results necessarily in an arms-race where faster
and more subtle goalkeepers are required to mitigate the advantage of
increasingly high velocity kickers. Those penalty-kickers are then pushed to
increase their penalty-kick velocities in order to maintain their advantage.
For example, Frank et al. (1999) reported goalkeepers to be about 46%
correct in their direction of movement when they reacted too early. (In the
1982-94 World Cup Finals, the movement of the goalkeeper before ball
contact was against the rules but was allowed in practice nonetheless).
Excluding any decision to not move, the reported 46% accuracy in prediction
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of shot direction is consistent with that of 50% that would be expected from
chance (i.e. guessing). The second reason for the goalkeeper not to react to
early cues is that the goalkeeper will provide the penalty taker with late visual
cues before the instant of ball contact (McGarry & Franks, 2005, p. 272).
Given all that, the goalkeeper has to make a decision whether to jump
to one side or to stay in the center, and this decision is made at about the
same time or before that the kicker chooses where to direct the kick. The
goalkeeper has to choose whether to jump to the right or to the left, or to stay
in the center, in order to minimize the risk of a goal being scored, under
conditions of uncertainty regarding the direction and height of the ball (Bar-Eli
et al., 2009). That means, the decision-making abilities of the goalkeeper
within the time constraints mandated by the penalty kick will be improved if
reliable visual cues provided by the penalty taker can be detected in sufficient
time (Frank et al., 1999; McGarry & Franks, 2005).
The goalkeeper may use his knowledge of the directional distribution of
the penalty kicks in general, the past behavior of the kicker, and cues that
might be obtained from the kicker’s behavior such as approach ot the ball, to
help him decide to which side to jump, if at all. Similarly, the kicker has to
decide how to take the shot, facing uncertainty regarding what the goalkeeper
will do (Bar-Eli et al., 2009, p. 99).
Previous studies have shown that right-footed players are more
accurate shooting to the left, and vice versa for left footed players, thus giving
rise to the terms natural side and unnatural side for the more and less
accurate sides respectively (Chiappori et al, 2002; Palacios-Huerta, 2003). So
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it is proposed that a player should be better able to successfully adjust, from
shooting from the unnatural side to shooting towards the natural side, in less
time than the reverse (Bowtell et al., 2009).
Furthermore, McGarry and Franks (2000) analyzed all line-up
combinations using computer simulations to try to answer the question of
which penalty kick should the best penalty taker be assigned – the first
penalty kick in order (hopefully) to get the team off to a good start, the fifth
penalty kick, which might be considered as the most important should the
shoot-out reach that far, or the third penalty kick , which is more important
than the first penalty kick while, at the same time, guarantees that the best
penalty taker will take a kick in the shoot-out? The analyses indicated that the
order of 5-4-3-2-1 represents the best line-up with which to contest a penalty
shoot-out-, that is, the fifth best penalty taker should take the first penalty kick,
the fourth best penalty taker the second penalty kick and so on. These results
hold for a certain set of initial conditions. The best strategy following a tie after
five kicks each (i.e ‘sudden death’) is to assign the next best penalty taker to
the next penalty kick. This is to say that the sixth best penalty taker should be
assigned to the sixth penalty kick, the seventh best penalty taker to the
seventh penalty kick and so on. This sequence applies for both teams
regardless of which team wins the coin toss and hence takes the first penalty
kick (McGarry & Franks, 2005).
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4. Methods
This chapter explains the hypotheses of the study and describes the
pilot study as well as the research design. In further steps the selected
variables of the study and their measurement are stated and the statistical
procedures which were used to analyse the data in regard to the hypotheses
are described.
4.1 Pilot Study
4.1.1 Tennis
The study takes a critical look at the potential effects of mental training
on performance of tennis players. Thirteen professional tennis players were
interviewed to determine their opinions on the importance of mental skills
training, and the specific mental skills they use before, during, and after a
tennis match. Three professional tennis coaches were also interviewed to
determine the specific mental skills they teach and the strategies they use to
teach mental skills. This study was conducted at the Davidoff Swiss Indoors
Tournament in Basel in November 2009. Only one player said that he didn’t
use mental training; the rest of the sample said that mental training is a very
individual process and that the most important mental training skills were:
concentration, positive imagery, self-confidence, and relaxation. Furthermore,
the respondents felt that tennis players should focus on the process rather
than the outcome.
4.1.2 Soccer
The pilot study was conducted in July 2010 with student athletes at the
University of Konstanz. A small representative sample was selected as the
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experimental group, in this case four student athletes in the age between 20
and 22. They completed a three-week training program with four sessions
including previous pre- and followed post-test. They also carried out the
mental training and relaxation in the first three sessions. Thereafter they had
were tasked with reading a workbook daily during these three weeks. Besides
the quantitative methods, also qualitative methods were used to find mistakes
or opportunities to optimize in the procedure of the study. Interviews of the
athletes investigated their experiences during the intervenetion and their
impression of the relaxation and the workbook.
To separate the target area to be hit, a cord was tested for suitability. It
was tested whether this line is seen from the penalty spot and whether is are
robust enough to resist wind and rain. It was also tested to see how they
could be fixed on the ground (with tent peg or brick). Due to statistical reasons
the size of the target area was chosen well, almost half (46%) of the shots of
the athletes hit the target area in the pre-test, which implies that also possible
high deviations in the precision could be measured in the post-test.
Furthermore the workbook has been seen as helpful and understandable.
However, it was noted that the relaxation period should be longer than it was
in the pilot study to access the necessary calm and concentration. The
position of the camera, which records the players during the first training
seemed to be best placed in the pitch circle just outside of the eighteen-yard
area. The exact location depended on the run-up of the player. The use of
video-analyses was also mentioned as positive, especially, when the camera
was focused simultaneously on the player and the goal (Kiefer, 2011).
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4.2 Hypotheses
The study is based on the following hypotheses:
1- The intervention group will improve their performance in precision
measuring tests between the pre- and post- tests, more than the
control group in tennis and soccer.
2- The age of the subjects has an influence on both the results in the
precision pre-test and the effectiveness of the mental training
intervention in tennis and soccer.
3- The imagery ability of the subjects has an influence on both the results
in the precision pre-test and the effectiveness of the mental training
intervention in tennis and soccer.
4- The commitment of the subjects has an influence on both the results in
the precision pre-test and the effectiveness of the mental training
intervention in tennis and soccer.
5- The level of somatic fear, anxiety (unease) and confidence of the
subjects has an influence on both the results in the precision pre-test
and the effectiveness of the mental training intervention in tennis and
soccer.
6- The ability of the subjects to concentrate has an influence on both the
results in the precision pre-test and the effectiveness of the mental
training intervention in tennis and soccer.
In addition to these hypotheses, I will test sex differences with regard to
the effectiveness of mental training for the tennis samples in an
exploratory manner.
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4.3 Design of the study
The design for the current study is “one-within + one-between” design
(experimental study with a control group) (Figure 2) (Haag et al., 2004).

X = measurement

intervention
Study
population

intervention period
time

Figure 2. Experimental study with a control group, a ‘one-within+one-between’ design.

The study investigates the effects of mental training as applied to two
closed-skill activities. At the beginning of the study, the subjects are divided
randomly into two groups. After this selection, the experimental or intervention
group received both technical practice and mental training units. The control
group received only technical practice (Normal training) for the same time
period. The real effect of the training program can be evaluated by comparing
the change in the experimental-group with the change in the control-group
(Figure 3) (Haag et al., 2004).
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Figure 3. An experimental study with a control group, effect of the intervention can not be ‘biased’ by
any natural development.

4.4 Participants
Tennis
A total of 60 (38 male, 22 female) amateur athletes with a high skill
level in tennis, ages 12 to 35 in Germany were selected as subjects for the
study. The classification of the clubs in intervention group included (Tennis
Club Konstanz, Tennis Club Markdorf, Tennis Club Sportcenter in Konstanz,
Tennis Club Radolfzell).
The classification of the clubs in the control group included (Tennis
Club Fellbach, Tennis Club Readlingen, Tennis Club Bad Buchau, Tennis
Club Bad Saulgau). The tennis study was carried out between November
2010 and April 2011.
Participants which were randomly assigned to a no-imagery control
group (CG: n= 31) received only technical practice for the same time period,
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the intervention group (IG: n= 29) received both technical practice and mental
training units.
Soccer
A total of 54 (male) soccer athletes playing in the third league, ages 14
to 22 in Germany were chosen to participate in the study. The intervention
group practiced at the soccer field Waldheim in Konstanz, and the control
group practiced at the soccer field in Wollmatingen). The soccer study was
conducted between October and December 2010.
Participants were randomly assigned to a no-imagery control group
(CG: n= 21) which received only technical practice for this time period. The
intervention group (IG: n= 33) received both technical practice and mental
training units.
The mental training units for both tennis and soccer included imagery
instructions on the court or field using video analysis, as well as an imagery
workbook for daily practice at home. The duration of intervention was four
weeks.
4.5 Measurements
4.5.1 Tennis Precision Test (TPT)
The TPT consisted of 20 first serves on a standard tennis court based
on the guidance of the DTB (Deutscher Tennis Bund). Due to the time of year
when the study took place indoor granulate courts were chosen. The subjects
were asked to take their serve position on the base line and serve alternately
in the target areas advantage and deuce (2 rounds). The target areas were
2m long by 1m wide (as illustrated in Figure 4). The target area for the deuce
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side was placed next to the middle line of the serve field. The same is true for
the advantage side where the middle line is seen as the axis of reflection. The
rectangular field was marked with small cones. This way the target area was
visible from the baseline. As soon as a player hit a cone it was repositioned
before the next serve. There were no temporal restrictions.

Figure 4. Target areas for the tennis precision test and the imagination exercise.

4.5.2 Penalty Precision Test (PPT)
The PPT included 20 shots from the penalty spot, with no time
restriction, on a specially prepared standard soccer goal which conforms to
FIFA guidelines. On this goal, target areas are marked with a cord which is
hung at a distance of 70cm exactly parallel to the goal posts (as illustrated in
Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Target areas for the penalty precision test and the imagination exercise (Sketch of Kiefer,
2011).

The kick was considered a hit if it passed between the rope and the
goal post, and considered not hit if the ball passed either outside of the goal
or in the area between the ropes. Each subject took four series of five shots
on goal, for a total of 20 shots, from the penalty spot, and each shot was
measured as a hit or not a hit. The hits of each player were summed up for
the data analysis. If the shot touched the cord and moved it out of its position,
it had to be brought back into position before the next shot and the shot was
counted as a hit.
4.5.3 Questionnaire
The questionnaire of the study consists of single elements explained in
the following:
The Questionnaire starts with the FAIR (Frankfurter AufmerksamkeitsInventar). The FAIR measures the inter-individual difference in attention and
concentration of the subjects. It is suitable for 9-72 year olds which means it is
applicable for the population. The test consists of 640 items (2 test sheets
with 320 items each, and 3min time allowed for each) that have to be judged
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individually. Two kinds of items have to be marked (circle inside circle with
three dots in its center; square inside circle with two dots in its center). The
items are distributed stochasticly, in lines, each line is to be marked with a
pen, line by line, as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Example of editing and distribution of the items (Moosbrugger & Goldhammer, 2010).

There are two test forms. Form A differentiates better in the upper
range of performance and B is more applicable in the lower range of
performance. For the intervention on hand form A was chosen. FAIR was
used as an individual test of the subjects, not as a group test. The
performance value (L) was calculated as a representation of the speed, and
one quality oriented value (Q) was calculated representing the absence of
mistakes. The multiplication of L and Q led to a value K (extent of
continuously sustaining concentration). The execution, evaluation and
interpretation of the test is impartial and normalized. Validity of content as well
as of the construction has been proven. The split-half-reliabilities are for the
test values L and K are between α=.90 and α=.91. The parallel-test reliabilities
(within one week) are between r=.81 and r=.83. The re-test-reliability gives
values between rtt=.85 and rtt=.91. The pure test duration is 6 minutes
(Moosbrugger & Oehlschlägel, 1996; Moosbrugger & Goldhammer, 2010).
The “Movement Imagery Questionnaire” (MIQ) by Hall and Pongrac
(1983) is the next section of the questionnaire. α visual=.87-.89 (Cronbach) and
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αkinesthetic =.86-.91 point to good reliability. The test is not temporally limited and
is recommended for young and strong people. Morris et al. (2005) prove a
moderate to high validity for the MIQ correlation to the ability of the target
group. The German version of the MIQ that is used in this intervention can be
found in Mayer and Hermann (2009, p. 219-228). In the study, questions 1 to
4 are applied. They contain exercises for arms, legs and the whole body. The
remaining 14 questions are not included due to time constraints. Each
movement exercise has to be executed physically and then mentally.
Depending on how difficult it was to imagine the movement, a number
between (1 = “easy to imagine” to 8 = “difficult to imagine”) was marked. Two
questions refer to the visual (the first and the third) and to the kinesthetic
(second and fourth) imagery ability. The totals for the exercises are then
summed up. A low sum (2 at least) indicates a high imagery ability and a high
sum (16 at maximum) indicates a low imagery ability. The test for imagery
ability lasts about seven minutes. As mentioned in Figure 7.

Assume the starting
position described on
the right and do the
exercise.
Then read the
instructions on the
mental exercise.

Starting position
Clench your dominating fist (the one you write with) and bring this
hand to your shoulder (for example right hand to right shoulder) so
that your elbow points directly forward.
Exercise
Stretch out your arm such that your hand leaves your shoulder and
that it is points directly out in front of you, being outstretched.
Your fist continues to be clenched. Slowly do this movement.
Mental Exercise
Take the start position (as described above). Try to imagine the
movement from above as clearly as possible, but do not execute this
movement physically.

Now rate this mental
exercise from easy to
imagine up to hard to
imagine.
Please mark the field
that represents your
opinion best.

□1
□2
Easy
to imagine

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
hard
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Assume the starting
position described on
the right and do the
exercise.
Then read the
instructions on the
mental exercise.

Starting position
Stand upright, your feet shoulders width apart and keep your arms at
your sides.
Exercise
Lift your right knee as high as possible, so that you are standing on
your left leg, with your right leg crooked. Now lower your right leg, so
that you are standing on both of your legs again. Do this movement
slowly.
Mental Exercise
Take the start position (as described above). Try to feel the how you
performed the previous movement (without really doing the
movement).

Now rate this mental
exercise from easy to
imagine up to hard to
imagine.
Please mark the field
that represents your
opinion best.
Assume the starting
position described on
the right and do the
exercise.
Then read the
instructions on the
mental exercise.

□1
□2
Easy to
imagine

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
hard

Starting position
Stand upright, your feet shoulders width apart and keep your arms at
your sides.
Exercise
Squat down then jump straight upward as high as possible. Stretch
your arms into the sky high above your head. Land with your feet a
shoulder width apart and lower your arms again.
Mental Exercise
Take the start position (as described above). Try to imagine the
movement from above as clearly as possible.

Now rate this mental
exercise from easy to
imagine up to hard to
imagine.
Please mark the field
that represents your
opinion best.
Assume the starting
position described on
the right and do the
exercise.
Then read the
instructions on the
mental exercise.

□1
□2
Easy to
imagine

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
hard

Starting position
Stand upright, your feet shoulders width apart and keep your arms at
your sides.
Exercise
Jump and spin left in the air such that you land back in the starting
position. In other words do a 360° rotation.
Mental Exercise
Take on your starting position. Try to feel how you did the previous
movement (without really doing the move).

Now rate this mental
exercise from easy to
imagine up to hard to
imagine.
Please mark the field
that represents your
opinion best.

□1
□2
Easy to
imagine

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
hard

Figure 7. Some questions which test imagery ability are presented.
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In the next questionnaire the commitment. The Psychologist for
motivation and social studies Prof.Dr.Gollwitzer (University of Konstanz)
referred to an article by Hollenbeck et al. (1989). The following questions were
chosen Figure 8.
Please specify how much you agree with the following statements
I want to pass
the mental
training as well
as possible.
It would be a pity
if I could not
pass the mental
training as well
as possible.
I feel myself to
be connected to
the mental
training.
I believe that the
mental training
will improve my
performance.

□1
correct

□2

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
not

□1
correct

□2

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
not

□1
correct

□2

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
not

□1
correct

□2

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
not

Figure 8. Questions about the commitment of the subjects to the mental training.

The identification of the subjects commitment was measured via an
ordinal scale from 1 (high commitment) to 8 (no commitment). A low sum (4
at least) indicates that the subject identifies with the study and believes in the
efficacy of the mental training. A high sum (32 at maximum) corresponds to
the opposite. The validity was empirically tested by Hollenbeck et al. (1989).
The Cronbach α=.71 means a satisfying reliability of the test.
The next questionnaire is the Wettkampf-Angst-Inventar State (WAI-S)
is a short questionnaire and measures the values corresponding to the
subjects’ emotional state (somatic fear, anxiety (unease) and confidence).
This test (key data included) can be found in Brand et al. (2009) as well as on
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the homepage of the “Bundesinstitut für Sportwissenschaften” (BiSp) 1. WAI-S
is a psychometric validated short questionnaire composed of 12 items, (BiSP,
2011b) including the Competitive Anxiety Inventory (CSAI-2) by Martens et al.
(1990). The reliability of the Cronbach α can be seen as good. For the
somatic fear value the reliability is given with αsom. fear = .81. For the unease
value with αunease = .79 and for the confidence value with αconfidence = .82
(BISP, 2011a). In figure 9, the 12 items of the WAI-S used in the study are
shown, the ranking of the ordinal scale is from 1 (not at all) to 4 (a lot). Also
the description of the task can be seen in the top of the figure. All included
statements refer to the feelings at the moment of which four subscales are
assigned to somatic fear (2,4,7,10), anxiety (Unease) (1,6,9,11) and
confidence (3,5,8,12) as shown in Figure 9.
Now, at this moment…
…I believe to perform
not as good as I could

1. not at all

2. a little bit

3. pretty

4. a lot

□1

□2

□3

□4

□1

□2

□3

□4

.. I am convinced I am
able to realize my full
performance

□1

□2

□3

□4

… I have
stomach

□1

□2

□3

□4

□1

□2

□3

□4

□1

□2

□3

□4

□1

□2

□3

□4

□1

□2

□3

□4

…my heart is throbbing

an

upset

…I
feel
confident
because success is in
sight
…I am concerned about
people
being
disappointed by my
performance
…I feel shivery
… I am sure to pass the
1

http://www.bisp.de/cln_090/nn_15924/SharedDocs/Publikationen/SpoPsy/DE/Fragebogen/
WAI__S,templateId=raw,property=publicationFile.pdf/WAI_S.pdf
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precision test
…I am concerned about
being unable to deal
with the pressure

□1

□2

□3

□4

.. I feel a strong tension
in my body

□1

□2

□3

□4

□1

□2

□3

□4

□1

□2

□3

□4

…I am concerned that I
will perform badly
… I am confident that I
will
master
the
challenge

Figure 9. WAI-S, used in the questionnaire to measure somatic fear, anxiety (unease) and confidence.

Somatic fear describes the experience of corporal noticeable signs of
fear, like heart palpitation, wet hands, or feeling queasy. Anxiety or cognitive
unease measures the experience of self-doubts, specific concerns or negative
expectations of the athlete before a competition. Confidence deals with the
perception of the athlete, to go in a competition self-confident and well
prepared and to see this as a challenge rather than a threat.
For the evaluation the sum-scores for each component are calculated.
In Figure 9, the WAI-S is pictured.
The questionnaire ends with demographical and performance data and
questions on the fitness and mental training experience level Figure 10.
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What is your sex?
How old are you?
How tall are you?

□ Male
Years
Cm

In
what
League/Class
does you play in?

□ Bundesliga (“Federal League”)
□ Regionalliga (“Regional League”)
□ Südwestliga/Badenliga
□ Oberliga (“First League”)
□ 1. Bezirksliga
□ 2. Bezirksliga
□ Bezirksklasse 1
□ Bezirksklasse 2
□ (1.Kreisliga)
□ (2. Kreisliga and lower)
□ no team player

How many times
did you practice in
the last week? (in
days)
About how many
times
did
you
practice
weekly
during the last
three months? (in
days)
Do you have any
previous
experience
with
mental training?

□ Female

□1

□2

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□1

□2

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□1
True

□2

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

□8
Not

Figure 10. Demographical and personal data of the subjects.

The questions on training frequency in the last week and within the last
three months should be answered with number of practice days , from 1 =
“one day” to 7 = “seven days.”
The questions about height are based on the metric scale. And the last
question concerning the previous experience with mental training was
measured with one item, namely: “Do you have previous experience with
mental training?” The subjects could answer from 1 = “true” to 8 = “not true.” A
low sum indicates more experiences with mental training, and a high sum
indicates to the opposite.
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At the end of the study the last page in the questionnaire (Figure 11)
includes the results of precision pre- and post- test and the numbers of
attendances during the four weeks.
The results of precision pre- test:

The results of precision post- test:

/

/ / /

/

/ / /

The numbers of attendances the four
Weeks:

Figure 11. The last page in the questionnaire.

4.6 Implementation
At the beginning of the study the subjects of the study were split into
intervention and control groups. The tennis study was carried out from
November 2010 until April 2011. Whereas, the soccer study was conducted
between October and December 2010. The intervention group in both tennis
and soccer received both technical practice and mental training units. This
included positive imagery instruction on the court using video analysis on a
weekly basis, as well as an imagery workbook (see Appendix) which included
several imagery and concentration tasks, energy level and imagery ability
exercises as well as sensory tasks for daily practice at home. The exercises in
this workbook were based on the work of Kluge (2008).
In total, four sessions were held. The duration of the intervention
group's first session in tennis / soccer was 90 minutes, the duration of the
second, third, and the fourth sessions was 60 minutes in tennis, whereas, in
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soccer they were 90 minutes. The subjects were informed about the purpose
of the study, and they were assured that their data would remain confidential.
The first session established contact: the athletes were informed about
the content of the study and were encouraged to participate. Participants filled
out the questionnaire described above, which took about 15 to 20 minutes.
After a short warm-up period, they practiced serving in tennis, penalty kicking
in soccer. Then they watched practice videos to analyze their personal
serving or kicking motion with the help of video analysis using SimiVidBack
1.5 (by Simi Reality Motion Systems). This

was followed by the

breathing/relaxation exercise with mental training using the self-instruction
and the Positive visualization (Internal/External) of the ball’s trajectory, which
lasted about ten minutes (see Appendix). Thereafter, the athletes were asked
to integrate this mental training into their respective per-performance rituals.
The subjects were then given a precision test to determine how accurately
they hit a target (20 serves (TPT)/penalty kicks (PPT). Pre-test). Finally, there
was a short debriefing session. At the end of the first session the athletes
were given a workbook entitled “Mental Training” (see Appendix ). They were
asked to complete exercises at home during the period of the intervention with
the help of these workbooks. The exercises were divided into blocks: in the
first week, the first block consisted of three exercises on sensory perception;
in the second week, the second block had three exercises on the regulation of
the subject's energy level; and in the third week, the third block presented four
exercises on visualization of movement. The workbook exercises were
voluntary, but the athletes were motivated to complete them, since this was a
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way to work on mental training that could eventually be beneficial and
strengthen the long-term effects of the intervention sessions.
The second session began after a short warm-up period with the
breathing relaxation exercise and mental training (including visualization of
the ball’s trajectory), lasting about ten minutes. Afterward, as in the first
session, the athletes were asked to incorporate the visualization techniques
into their performance rituals, and were shown practice videos. After the
practical exercises, a debriefing session

followed. The third session was

identical to the second.
The fourth session began as the second and third had, but after the
practical exercises another precision test was carried out, as in the first
session (20 serves (TPT)/penalty kicks (PPT). Post-test). Afterward, there
was a debriefing, and the athletes were thanked for their participation.
The control group in both tennis and soccer received only technical
practice (Normal training) for the same time period, without mental training or
practice videos. Additionally, the tennis group received a control group
workbook which included articles with photos about tennis specific training,
some of which referred to sport psychology from the “German tennis
magazine” (e.g. Von den Besten lernen- Hoch hinaus- Raumgewinn).
Similarly, in soccer the control group received a control group
workbook which included articles with photos about soccer specific training,
some of which partially referred to sport psychology from the “German soccer
magazine” (e.g. “fussballtraining” magazines 5/2009- 4/2010 published by
Philippka-Sportverlag.
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In total, four sessions were held. The duration of the first control group
session in tennis/soccer was 90 minutes, the duration of the second, the third,
and the fourth sessions was 60 minutes in tennis and soccer.
4.7 Data evaluation
The data was

evaluated

with SPSS Windows,

version

17.0

(24.02.2010). Due to the hypothesis formulation the following methods were
chosen for data evaluation:
Hypothesis one: ANOVA with repeated measurement was used for the
investigation of the interaction of time and groups as measured by the change
in tennis serve and soccer penalty precision. The results of the pre-test and
the post-test are the dependent variables. The groups (intersubjective factor)
and the time (intrasubjective factor) are the independent variables.
Hypotheses 2-6: These investigate the effectiveness of the mental
training intervention and its influence on imagery ability. The commitment, the
level of somatic fear, anxiety, and confidence, ability to concentrate, and age
were investigated in regard to possible effects on the efficacy of a four-week
mental training intervention with a control group which received only technical
practice without mental training for the same time period. The analysis of the
correlation between the named factors on the difference between the pre- and
post-test results of the intervention group subjects was used in terms of both
(tennis serve and soccer penalty) groups. In addition to these hypotheses, I
will test sex differences with regard to the effectiveness of mental training for
the tennis subjects in an exploratory manner.
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5. Results
In this chapter the results of the study are presented, discussed and
included in the context of the relevant scientific literature. The statistics were
calculated for each of the two games (tennis serve and penalty kick in
soccer).
5.1 Tennis Precision Test (TPT) and Penalty Precision Test (PPT)
In tennis, the results of ANOVA with repeated measurements show a
significant interaction effect between time and group in TPT (F1,
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= 22.5;

ETA2 = .29). The mean for the hit ratio of the intervention group increased
from pre-test (Mpre= 6.3; SD pre= 3.0 ) to post-test (Mpost = 10.4; SD post= 2.9)
while the mean of the control group (Mpre= 4.0; SD pre= 2.6; Mpost= 5.0; SDpost=
2.8 did not change significantly (Table 1).
Table 1. Results of the Intervention and Control Groups in Tennis Serve Precision Test in
Pre- and Post-Test (Descriptive Statistics).

TPT

Group

Intervention group
Control group
Total
Intervention group
Result TPT- post-test
Control group
Total
N= number of subjects SD=standard deviation
Result TPT - pre-test

Mean

SD

N

6.30
4.00
5.25
10.40
5.04
7.70

2.99
2.58
3.03
2.86
2.85
3.91

31
29
60
28
29
57

The results of ANOVA with repeated measurements (Table 2) shown
that the effect of time is significant and explains 54% of the within-subjects
variance in the precision test on the tennis serve.
The interaction effect between time and group is also significant, which
explains 29% of the within-subjects variance of precision test in the tennis
serve. This means that both groups developed differently over time.
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The improvement in the precision of the serve in the experimental
group was significantly higher than the improvement in the control group. This
indicates that the intervention consisting of mental training significantly
improved the precision of the serve (Table 2).
Table 2. Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts in Tennis

Effects
Time
Time * Group
Error(time)

Type III
Sum of
Squares
170.520
59.608
145.339

Df

Mean
Square

1
1
55

170.520
59.608
2.643

F

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

64.529
22.557

.000
.000

0.540
0.291

Looking at the Between-Subjects Variance (Table 3), only group
membership had a significant effect on precision. The intervention group
showed higher precision rates than the control group (Figure 12). The effect of
the intervention explains 37% of the between-subjects variance.
Table 3. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects in Tennis

Effects
Intercept
Group
Error

Type III
Sum of
Squares
4800.888
436.010
730.270

Df

Mean
Square

1
1
55

4800.888
436.010
13.278

F

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

361.577
32.838

.000
.000

0.868
0.374
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Figure 12. Results of Both Groups in the Pre-Test and Post-Test (TPT) in Tennis.

Whereas, in soccer, the results of the PPT of the intervention and
control groups in pre- and post-tests can be seen in (table 4). The intervention
group improve their averaged kicking numbers from the pre-test to the posttest (IGpre= 8.8, IGpost= 9.6) However, the control group did not improve their
average kicking numbers from the pre-test to the post-test (CGpre= 9.0,
CGpost= 8.24).
Table 4. Results of the Intervention and Control Group in Soccer Penalty Kick Precision Test
in Pre- and Post-Test (Descriptive statistics).

PPT
Result PPT - pre-test

Result PPT- post-test

Group

Mean

SD

N

Intervention group
Control group
Total
Intervention group
Control group
Total

8.80
9.00
8.90
9.60
8.24
9.10

2.30
2.24
2.24
2.45
3.10
2.80

33
21
54
33
21
54

The results of ANOVA with repeated measurements (table 5) show
that the effect of time is not significant in the precision test in soccer. Nor, the
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interaction effect between time and group is significant, but it shows a
tendency (.09 above significance level)

This means, that the intervention

group had an improvement in the number of kicks, the control group,
however, shows a decline.
Table 5. Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts in Soccer.

Effects
Time
Time * Group
Error(Time)

Type III
Sum of
Squares
.020
16.020
224.359

Df

Mean
Square

1
1
52

.020
16.020
4.315

F

Sig.

.005
3.713

.946
.059

Partial
Eta
Squared
.000
.067

Looking at the Between-Subjects Variance (Table 6) shows that the
intervention group increased their precision test results, while the control
group shows lower values in the PPT post-test than in the PPT pre-test. There
are outliers in both groups (Figure 13).
Table 6. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects in Soccer.

Effects
Intercept
Group
Error

Type III
Sum of
Squares
8119.179
7.697
423.571

Df

Mean
Square

1
1
52

8119.179
7.697
8.146

F

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

996.756
.945

.000
.336

.950
.018
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Figure 13. Results of Both Groups in the Pre-Test and Post-Test (PPT) in Soccer.

5.2 The Imagery Ability
In tennis, the intervention group shows a higher mean in the visual
imagery ability, the control group, however, shows a higher mean in the
kinesthetic imagery ability (Table 7) as measured with the MIQ before the
intervention.
Table 7. Visual and Kinesthetic Imagery Ability of the Intervention and Control Groups in Tennis

Imagery
ability
Visual
imagery

Kinesthetic
imagery

Group

N

Mean

SD

Intervention
group

31

4.4

1.5

Control group

29

4.2

2.0

Intervention
group

31

4.5

1.7

Control group

29

5.1

3.0

The intervention group as well as the control group show a weakly
inverse correlation between the imagery ability and the results in the TPT pre-
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test. As shown in the tables (8, 9) there is no significant correlation of both
imagery ability values. In the intervention group (Table 8), the correlation
coefficient of the visual imagery is (P= .21). The correlation coefficient of the
kinesthetic imagery ability is (P= .45). Furthermore, in the control group (Table
9),

the correlation coefficient with the visual imagery is (P= .45). The

correlation coefficient of the kinesthetic imagery ability is (P= .26).
Furthermore, the imagery ability in tennis did not have a significant
influence on the effectiveness of the mental training. A correlation analysis
was applied to the test subjects and no significant correlation of visual and
kinesthetic imagery ability with the difference of the TPT pre- and post-test
results could be shown in the intervention and control groups. (Tables 8, 9).
Table 8. Correlation Between Visual and Kinesthetic Imagery Ability, Number of Hits in the TPT PreTest, and Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Intervention Group in Tennis (N=31)

Intervention group
Result TPT pre-test

Difference

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Visual
imagery

Kinesthetic
imagery

-.23
.21
31
.08
.69
28

-.14
.45
31
.04
.83
28

Table 9. Correlation Between Visual and Kinesthetic Imagery Ability, Number of Hits in the TPT Pretest, and Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Control Group in Tennis (N=29)
Visual
imagery

Kinesthetic
imagery

Pearson Correlation

-.15

-.22

Sig. (2-tailed)

.45

.26

Control group

Result TPT pre-test

Difference

N

29

29

Pearson Correlation

-.28

-.18

Sig. (2-tailed)

.14

.33

N

29

29
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However, in soccer, the intervention group shows a lower mean in the
visual imagery ability, similarly, the control group, shows a lower mean in the
kinesthetic imagery ability (Table 10) as measured with the MIQ before the
intervention.
Table 10. Visual and Kinesthetic Imagery Ability in Intervention and Control Groups in Soccer
Imagery Ability

Group

N

Mean

SD

Intervention

33

4.06

1.75

Control

22

5.27

2.81

Intervention

33

5.00

2.47

Control

22

4.68

2.34

Visual imagery

Kinesthetic imagery

Similarly, in soccer, the intervention group as well as the control group
shows a weak inverse correlation between the imagery ability and the results
in the PPT pre-test. As shown in the tables (11, 12) there is no significant
correlation of both imagery ability values. In the intervention group (Table 11),
the correlation coefficient of the visual imagery is (P= .14) The correlation
coefficient of the kinesthetic imagery ability is (P= .69). Furthermore, in the
control group (Table 12), the correlation coefficient of the visual imagery is
(P= .78) The correlation coefficient of the kinesthetic imagery ability is (P=
.43).
Table 11. Correlation Between Visual and Kinesthetic Imagery Ability, Number of Kicks in the PPT PreTest, and Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Intervention Group in Soccer

Intervention group
Result PPT pre-test

Difference

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Visual
imagery

Kinethetic
imagery

.26
.14
33
-.08
.64
33

.07
.69
33
.17
.35
33
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Table 12. Correlation Between Visual and Kinesthetic Imagery Ability, Number of Kicks in the PPT PreTest, and Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Control Group in Soccer

Visual imagery

Kinethetic
imagery

Pearson Correlation

-.06

-.18

Sig. (2-tailed)

.78

.43

Control group

Result PPT pre-test

Difference

N

22

Pearson Correlation

.46

*

.13

22

Sig. (2-tailed)

.04

.59

N

21

21

Similarly, in intervention group, the imagery ability in soccer did not
have a significant influence on the effectiveness of the mental training. A
correlation analysis was applied to the test subjects. No significant correlation
of visual (P= .64) and kinesthetic (P= .35) imagery ability with the difference of
the PPT pre- and post- test results could be shown (Table 11). But in the
control group, there was significant correlation of visual imagery ability with
the difference of the PPT pre- and post- test (P= .04) (Table 12). However,
there is no significant correlation which could be shown for kinesthetic
imagery with the difference of the PPT pre- and post- test (P= .59).
5.3 The Commitment
The commitment of the all subjects was high on average for both tennis
and soccer. The mean result of all subjects in terms of commitment was 11.30
for tennis (table 13) , and for soccer was 10.54 (Table 14 ).
Table 13. Comparison of Both Groups with Respect to Commitment in Tennis
Group
Intervention
Control

N
31
29

Mean
8.7
14

SD
3.5
5.5
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The commitment of the intervention group was higher than the
commitment of the control group for both tennis and soccer subjects (Tables
13, 14).
Table 14. Comparison of Both Groups with Respect to Commitment in Soccer
Group
Intervention
Control

N
33
22

Mean
9.30
11.77

SD
5.77
4.90

In the intervention group in tennis, the commitment did not have a
significant influence on both the results of the TPT pre-test and the
effectiveness of the mental training. A correlation analysis was applied to test
for the effect of the subjects' commitment. The correlation coefficient of the
commitment for the intervention group (Pre-test) was (P= .53) and also no
significant correlation of the commitment with the difference of the TPT preand post- test results could be shown (P= .59) (Table 15).
Table 15. Correlation between Commitment, Number of Hits in the TPT Pre-Test, and Difference of
Pre- and Post-Test for the Intervention Group in Tennis

Intervention group

Result TPT pre-test

Difference

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Commitment
-.12
.53
31
.11
.59
28

However, in the control group in tennis, there was significant correlation
between the commitment and the results of the TPT pre-test (P= .01) (Table
16). Furthermore, there is no significant correlation of the commitment with
the difference of the TPT pre- and post- test results that could be shown (P=
.42) (Table 16).
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Table 16. Correlation between Commitment, Number of Hits in the TPT Pre-Test, and Difference of
Pre- and Post-Test for the Control group in Tennis
Control group
Pearson Correlation
Result TPT Sig. (2-tailed)
pre-test
N
Pearson Correlation
Difference
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Commitment
**
-.49
.01
29
-.15
.42
29

In the intervention group in soccer, the commitment did not have a
significant influence on either the results of the PPT pre-test or the
effectiveness of the mental training. A correlation analysis was applied to test
the effects of the subjects' commitment. The correlation coefficient of the
commitment for the intervention group (Pre-test) was (P= .35) and also no
significant correlation of commitment with the difference of the PPT pre- and
post- test results could be shown (P= .98) (Table 17).
Table 17. Correlation between Commitment, Number of Kicks in the PPT Pre-Test, and Difference of
Pre- and Post-Test for the Intervention Group in Soccer
Intervention group
Pearson Correlation
Result PPT Sig. (2-tailed)
pre-test
N
Pearson Correlation
Difference
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Commitment
-.17
.35
33
-.01
.98
33

Similarly, in the control group in soccer, The commitment did not have
a significant influence on either the results of the PPT pre-test or the
effectiveness of the mental training. The correlation coefficient of the
commitment for the control group (Pre-test) was (P= .33) and also no
significant correlation of the commitment with the difference of the PPT preand post- test results could be shown (P= .78) (Table 18).
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Table 18. Correlation between Commitment, Number of Kicks in the PPT Pre-Test, and Difference of
Pre- and Post-Test for the Control Group in Soccer
Control group

Commitment

Pearson Correlation

-.22

Sig. (2-tailed)

.33

Result PPT pre-test

N

22

Pearson Correlation

-.07

Sig. (2-tailed)

.78

N

21

Difference

5.4 Competition Fear Inventory Assessment (Wettkampf Angst InventarState: WAI-S)
In tennis, the analysis of the items of

somatic fear and anxiety

(unease) of the intervention group does not show significant correlation with
the difference in precision between TPT pre- to post-test. However, the values
of confidence correlate significantly (p≤ .05) with the difference in precision
pre-and post-tests (Table 19).
Table 19. Correlations between the Values from WAI-S with the Number of Hits in the TPT Pre-Test,
and Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Intervention Group in Tennis

Somatic
fear

Anxiety

Confidence

Pearson Correlation

.02

-.13

.02

Sig. (2-tailed)

.94

.50

.91

N

31

31

31

Pearson Correlation

.02

.25

-.38

Sig. (2-tailed)

.90

.20

.05

N

28

28

28

Intervention group

Result TPT pre-test

Difference

*

Whereas, in the control group in tennis, the analysis of the items of the
somatic fear, anxiety (unease) and confidence does not show significant
correlation with the increase of precision between TPT pre- to post-test (Table
20).
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Table 20. Correlations between the Values from WAI-S with the Number of Hits in the TPT Pre-Test,
and Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Control Group in Tennis

Somatic
fear

Anxiety

Confidence

Pearson Correlation

-.12

-.21

-.05

Sig. (2-tailed)

.55

.28

.78

N

29

29

29

Pearson Correlation

.17

.35

-.20

Sig. (2-tailed)

.39

.06

.29

N

29

29

29

Control group

Result TPT pre-test

Difference

In soccer, the analysis of the items of the somatic fear, anxiety
(unease) and confidence of the intervention group does not show significant
correlation with the increase in precision between PPT pre- to post-tests.
However, the confidence values correlate significantly (p= .03) with the results
of the PPT pre-test (Table 21).
Table 21. Correlations between the Values from WAI-S with the Number of Kicks in the PPT Pre-Test,
and Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Intervention Group in Soccer

Somatic
fear

Anxiety

Confidence

Pearson Correlation

-.05

.14

.38

Sig. (2-tailed)

.78

.44

.03

N

33

33

33

Pearson Correlation

-.06

-.13

-.04

Sig. (2-tailed)

.72

.49

.84

N

33

33

33

Intervention group

Result PPT pre-test

Difference

*

Whereas, in the control group in soccer, the analysis of the items of the
somatic fear, anxiety (unease) and confidence does not show significant
correlation with the increase in precision between PPT pre- to post-tests
(Table 22).
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Table 22. Correlations between the Values from WAI-S with the Number of Kicks in the PPT Pre-Test,
and Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Control Group in Soccer

Somatic
fear

Anxiety

Confidence

Pearson Correlation

-.14

-.15

.19

Sig. (2-tailed)

.55

.52

.41

N

22

22

22

Pearson Correlation

-.09

.30

-.34

Sig. (2-tailed)

.71

.19

.13

N

21

21

21

Control group

Result PPT pre-test

Difference

5.5 The Concentration Test
Tables 23, 24, 25 and 26 show that the ability to concentrate, which is
intended to be measured by the FAIR with the values L (referring to the
speed), Q (referring to the absence of mistakes) and K (extent of continuously
sustained concentration), is positive, but not significantly correlated with both
TPT and PPT.
In tennis, the analysis of the items L (referring to the speed), Q
(referring to the absence of mistakes) and K (extent of continuously sustained
concentration) of the intervention group and control group does not show
significant correlation with the increase in precision between TPT pre- to posttests (Tables 23, 24).
Table 23. Correlation of the L, Q and K Value with the Number of Hits in the TPT Pre-Test, and
Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Intervention Group in Tennis

Intervention group

Result TPT pre-test

Difference

L

Q

K

Pearson Correlation

.30

.09

.28

Sig. (2-tailed)

.10

.65

.13

N

31

31

31

Pearson Correlation

-.03

.21

.02

Sig. (2-tailed)

.86

.29

.91

N

28

28

28
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Table 24. Correlation of the L, Q and K Value With the Number of Hits in the TPT Pre-Test, and
Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Control Group in Tennis

Control group

Result TPT pre-test

Difference

L

Q

K

Pearson Correlation

.18

.27

.20

Sig. (2-tailed)

.35

.15

.31

N

29

29

29

Pearson Correlation

-.03

.05

.01

Sig. (2-tailed)

.90

.80

.97

N

29

29

29

Similarly, in soccer, the analysis of the items L (referring to the speed),
Q (referring to the absence of mistakes) and K (extent of continuously
sustained concentration) of the intervention group and control group does not
show significant correlation with the increase in precision between PPT pre- to
post-tests (Tables 25, 26).
Table 25. Correlation of the L, Q and K Value with the Number of Kicks in the PPT Pre-Test, and
Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Intervention Group in Soccer

Intervention group

Result PPT pre-test

Difference

L

Q

K

Pearson Correlation

.14

.14

.13

Sig. (2-tailed)

.47

.48

.49

N

29

29

29

Pearson Correlation

.21

-.03

.22

Sig. (2-tailed)

.29

.89

.25

N

29

29

29
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Table 26. Correlation of the L, Q and K Value with the Number of Kicks in the PPT Pre-Test, and
Difference of Pre- and Post-Test for the Control Group in Soccer

Control group

L

Q

K

Pearson Correlation

.10

.10

.11

Sig. (2-tailed)

.67

.65

.64

N

22

22

22

Pearson Correlation

.16

.02

.14

Sig. (2-tailed)

.50

.94

.54

N

21

21

21

Result PPT pre-test

Difference

5.6 Demographical and Personal Data
5.6.1The sex
In tennis, the study population (N=60) consisted of 22 women and 38
males between the ages of 12 and 35 (mean value M=19,7 and SD=4,7). The
subjects play in the district league, regional league and national league.
Table 27. Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts in tennis

Effects

Type III Sum
of Squares

Df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

Time

180.664

1

180.664

73.732

.000

.582

Time * Group

67.297

1

67.297

27.465

.000

.341

Time * sex

9.029

1

9.029

3.685

.060

.065

Time * Group * sex

6.906

1

6.906

2.818

.099

.050

Error(time)

129.866

53

2.450

The results of ANOVA (Table 27) shown that the effect of time is
significant and explains 58% of the within-subjects variance in the precision
test on the tennis serve.
The interaction effect between time and group is also significant, which
explains 34% of the within-subjects variance of the precision test in the tennis
serve. This means that both groups developed differently over time.
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The improvement in the precision of the serve in the intervention group
was significantly higher than the improvement in the control group. This
indicates that the intervention consisting of mental training significantly
improved the precision of the serve.
The interaction effect between time and sex is not significant, but
shows a tendency (10% above significance level), that the improvement in the
women’s precision was higher than that of the men. The interaction effect
between time and sex explains 6.5% of the within-subject variance on the
precision test in the tennis serve. The interaction effects among time, group,
and sex is not significant (P=.099), however, it also shows the tendency that
women improved more through the mental training than men. This threefold
interaction effect among time, group, and sex explains 5.0% of the withinsubjects variance on the precision test in the tennis serve.
Table 28. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects in tennis

Source

Type III Sum
of Squares

Df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

Intercept

4450.820

1

4450.820

343.728

.000

.866

Group

476.854

1

476.854

36.826

.000

.410

Sex

.823

1

.823

.064

.802

.001

Group * Sex

42.771

1

42.771

3.303

.075

.059

Looking at the Between-Subjects Variance (Table 28), only the group
had a significant effect on precision. The intervention group showed higher
precision rates than the control group. The effect of the intervention explains
41% of the between-subjects variance, however, sex in the group results,
does not have a significant effect on precision.
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The interaction between group and sex is not significant but shows a
tendency that women in the intervention group improved more than the men
in the intervention group. These results suggest that sex does not have a
direct effect, but rather, moderates the effects of the intervention consisting of
mental training, as shown in (Tables 27, 28). The variance between the
difference in pre- and post-test results in tennis serve precision showed a
greater level of improvement among the women in the study, when compared
to the improvement among the men.

Figure 14. Improvement in tennis serve precision dependant on sex
Sex

Mental training

Precision test

Figure 15. The effect of sex on mental training and precision test.
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Whereas, in soccer, all subjects are male and have experience in
playing in the over-regional league (Association of Junior Leagues or higher).
Therefore, we do not know the effects of sex on the effectiveness of the
intervention in soccer.
5.6.2 The age
In tennis, the subjects in the control group (CG) are on average
younger (Age. CG=18.7) than the subjects in the intervention group (Age.
IG=20.5). Therefore, the experience with mental training2 for the intervention
group was greater than the control group (IG= 5.7) (CG= 7.30). Tables (28,
29). When having a look at the training time per week as well as the average
training frequency in the last three months, the CG has a higher arithmetic
mean. The mean value of the variable body height (Size in cm) is 2nearly
identical in both groups. Tables (29, 30).
Table 29. Data of the intervention group in tennis (N=31)

Mean
SD
Minimum
Maximum

Age in
years

Size in cm

Training
Frequency (in
days)

20.5
5.7
12
35

174.9
6.1
127
193

1.9
1.2
1
6

Average training
frequency in the
last three
months (in days)
2.1
1
1
5

Experiences
with mental
training
5.7
2.4
1
8

Table 30. Data of the control group in tennis (N=29)

Mean
SD
Minimum
Maximum
2

Age in
years

Size in cm

Training
Frequency (in
days)

18.7
3.2
16
34

176
11.9
127
193

2.2
1.7
1
7

Average training
frequency in the
last three
months (in
days)
2.4
1.7
1
7

Experience
s with
Mental
Training
7.3
2
1
8

“ As measured on an inverse scale, where more experience translates to a lower score.”
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Furthermore, the data was analysed with SPSS Windows, version
17.0.msi which revealed no significant correlation of the TPT pre-test and
post-test results with socio-demographic variables, training frequency and
experience with mental training.

(Table 31) showed a non-significant

correlation between age and TPT pre-test results (level of significance p=.67)
as well as between age and the difference of the TPT pre- and post-test
(p=.27).
Table 31. Correlation between Age with the Number of Hits in the TPT Pre-Test, and Difference of Preand Post-Test for all Subjects in Tennis

All tennis subjects

Result TPT - pre-test

Difference

Age in years

Pearson Correlation

.06

Sig. (2-tailed)

.67

N

60

Pearson Correlation

.15

Sig. (2-tailed)

.27

N

57

Whereas, in soccer, the subjects in the control group (CG) are on
average older (Age. CG=17.60) than the subjects in the intervention group
(Age. IG=16.34). However, the experience with mental training for the
intervention group was a little bit bigger than the control group (IG= 6.25)
(CG= 6.91). Tables (32, 33). When having a look at the training time per
week, as well as the average training frequency in the last three months, the
IG has a higher arithmetic mean. The mean value of the variable, body height
(Size in cm) is nearly identical in both groups. Tables (31, 32).
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Table 32. Data of the intervention group in soccer (N=33)

Mean
SD
Minimum
Maximum

Age in
years

Size in cm

Training
frequency (in
days)

16.34
1.31
14
20

178.69
7.17
164
192

3.06
1.41
1
7

Average training
frequency in the
last three
months (in days)
4.00
1.44
2
9

Experiences
with mental
training
6.25
2.36
1
8

Table 33. Data of the control group in soccer (N=22)

Mean
SD
Minimum
Maximum
N

Age in
years

Size in cm

Training
frequency (in
days)

17.60
2.30
14
22
20

178.90
6.84
170
193
20

2.61
0.78
1
4
23

Average training
frequency in the
last three
months (in days)
1.93
1.08
0.5
4
23

Experiences
with mental
training
6.91
1.59
3
8
23

Furthermore, there is no significant correlation of the PPT pre-test and
post-test results with socio-demographic variables, training frequency and
experience with mental training. (Table 34) showed there is no significant
correlation between age and PPT pre-test results (p= .31).
However, there is a highly significant correlation between age and the
difference of the PPT pre- and post-tests.
Table 34. Correlation between Age with the Number of Kicks in the PPT Pre-Test, and Difference of
Pre- and Post-Test for all Subjects in Soccer

All soccer subjects

Result PPT - pre-test

Difference

Age in years

Pearson Correlation

-.14

Sig. (2-tailed)

.31

N

52

Pearson Correlation

.43

Sig. (2-tailed)

.00

N

51

**

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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6. Discussion
This chapter contains the discussion of the results with respect to the
hypotheses. Also possible exogenous variables and an investigation of the
study’s results are discussed. Furthermore, the design of the study is
analyzed and possible ideas for improvement are proposed. As a last step the
practical relevance of mental imagery for closed motor skills is illustrated.
The first purpose of the present study was to investigate the influence
of mental training, specifically (self-instruction and positive imagery) technique
on the improvement of the precision of the first serve in tennis and penalty
kick in soccer (closed motor skills).
Since closed skills should be more affected by imagery, because they
are completely under the athlete’s control. Therefore, the athlete can use
imagery to visualize them precisely (Coelho et al., 2007).
As predicted, in tennis, The results of ANOVA with repeated
measurements show a significant interaction effect between time and group in
TPT (F1, 55 = 22.5; ETA2 = .29). The mean for the hit ratio of the intervention
group increased from pre-test (Mpre= 6.3; SDpre= 3.0 ) to post-test (Mpost =
10.4; SDpost= 2.9) while the mean of the control group (Mpre= 4.0; SDpre= 2.6;
Mpost= 5.0; SDpost= 2.8) did not change significantly.
This improvement of precision, in the intervention group in comparison
to the control group, demonstrates the effectiveness of positive imagery on
closed motor skills in tennis. The effect of the intervention can be seen as
large (Cohens d= 1.00). The intervention group improved their performance in
the precision task by 4 hits in 20 trials, whereas, the control group improved
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only by one hit. This result means an increasing the percentage of the first
serve from 32% to 52%. This leads to an increase the percentage of
successful first serves. Since a hard serve is difficult to return which
decreases

the

time*groups=.29,

percentage

of

the

double faults.

Furthermore,

Eta 2

which explained that, 29 % of the improvement of the precision

is due to the intervention.
Such a big explained variance (29 %) could be explained by
(Eberspächer, 2001; Immenroth et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2005; Mayer et al.,
2009; Weinberg & Gould, 2007). In this intervention the workbook was
connected with the imagination of different sensory modalities. Also the
intervention group used video analysis 3 the postulate indicates an enhanced
efficacy of mental training when used with video analysis.
Specifically, it has been established before, that using positive imagery
and self-instruction just before serving would lead to greater serving accuracy
(Malouff et al., 2008).
The control group enhanced their precision in the tennis precision test
(TPT) post-test as well, via only practical training. Furthermore, as previously
mentioned the intervention group improved more on average from the first
(pre-) to the second measurement (post-test) than the control group. Previous
studies support the hypothesis that the visualization of a positive result before
the actual execution of a serve has a positive effect on the precision of the
serve in tennis ( Jekauc & Woll, 2006; Malouff et al., 2008).

3

One of the techniques used in sport psychology to enhance imagery rehearsal and athletic
performance is video modeling (Morris et al., 2005).
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As well as, Velentzas et al. (2011) supported the same result. That the
imagery group served significantly more accurately with significantly
increased ball velocity for volleyball serves. While, Coelho et al. (2007)
studied the effect of imagery in the tennis service stroke (closed skill) and
service receiving stroke (open skill) The results suggested that imaging a
positive outcome may be more powerful in improving performance of closed
skill movements than of open skill movements in tennis.
The explained variance of the present study in terms of the precision
test can be explained by the performance of the mental training (selfinstruction and positive visualization). Possible reasons that the mean was
lower and did not increase for the control group could be due to a lack of
access to the mental training in the field, the mental training workbook and the
lack of video analysis.
However, in soccer, The intervention group improve their average
kicking numbers from the pre-test to the post-test (IGpre= 8.8, IG post= 9.6)
However, the control group did not improve their average kicking numbers
from the pre-test to the post-test, but showed a decline (CG pre= 9.0, CGpost=
8.24).

The interaction of time and groups, as measured by the penalty

precision test (PPT) in the pre- and post-test could not be proven significantly
(p=.059) but it was marginally significant and it showed a tendency (.09 above
significance level). Therefore, a strong improvement of the mean of the
intervention group concerning the PPT results of the pre- and post-test, along
with the simultaneous deterioration of the control group results, between PPT
pre- and post-test, indicates a positive effect of the mental training
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intervention, which was combined with practical training, in contrast to just
practical penalty kick training.
It is noteworthy, that positive imagery can thus work as a tool to
activate,

optimize,

and

even

reorganize

mental

self-representations,

especially if these representations incorporate cognitive as well as behavioral
aspects, like self-talk or breathing control (Thelwell et al., 2006; Velentzas et
al., 2011).
The results of the present study partially corroborate those found in
previous studies (Beilcock et al., 2001; Cerin et al., 2000), which claim that
not all performance situations could be improved by imagery, only those that
do not require precision.
As well, Coelho et al. (2008) also proposed a study to determine
whether

an imagery training intervention

program

could

affect the

performance of junior Brazilian tennis players in two distinct situations: (1)
serving without precision and (2) serving at a target with precision. The results
demonstrated an effect (p< 0.05) between experimental and control groups in
the situation “service without precision”. However, the difference in the
situation of “service with precision” was not significant (p>0.5). In tennis and
soccer the use of video analysis in just the intervention group may have
directly or indirectly influenced the results.
The results confirm the fact that, self-instruction and positive
visualization are

more appropriately integrated into training routines and

game strategy for athletes who already possess basic skills in their respective
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sport (Velentzas et al., 2011), such as the tennis and soccer players in the
current study.
Specifically, the level of significance for TPT in tennis was higher than
PPT in soccer, that might be due to the difference of the closed motor skill
characteristics for both tennis and soccer. For example, in tennis, each point
must start with a serve, while in soccer, the match may not have a single
penalty kick. This means, the frequency of serving in tennis during the match
is much higher than penalty kicking in soccer.
The second hypotheses (The age) might be also the reason why the TPT was
higher than PPT in terms of the level of significance, the average mean age
for tennis subjects was 20 years old, whereas, for soccer it was 17.
Furthermore, the level of experience with mental training for tennis subjects
(M= 5.7) was also higher than in soccer (M= 6.3). These findings have been
confirmed by Mulder et al. (2004); Guillot et al. (2005) that mental training
may be efficient only when athletes are trained in imagery for movements they
had already practiced. According to their results, the learning of a new
movement might not be possible through mental training, because no
representation can be made in the absence of any earlier physical execution.
Hall et al. (1990) also reported greater imagery use among higher-level
athletes than lower-level athletes. Perhaps, as Vealey and Greenleaf (1998)
suggested, this is because elite athletes have a clearer image of what an
accurate skill should look like. Other researchers suggested that the greater
use of imagery by elite performers reflects a greater dedication to their sport
(Hall, 2001 in Arvinen-Barrow et al., 2007). Moreover, Malouff et al. (2008)
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have suggested that in tennis, this difference may have resulted from older
players being in the habit of trying harder for accuracy, while younger players
might usually focus more on speed or spin. Furthermore, Researchers have
shown that the best age for high performance in tennis is between 22 and 28
(Shwarzer, 2007). Thus, to achieve a top 100 ranking in the professional list, it
takes more than ten years of training and five years of high performance
competition (Seibold, 2011, p. 82).
The third purpose of this study was to analyze the influence of the
subject’s imagery ability on both the results of the TPT, PPT pre-test and the
effectiveness of the mental training intervention in tennis and soccer by using
MIQ, this test is recommended by Mayer and Hermann (2009) for measuring
imagery ability. The MIQ includes movement exercises, each one has to be
executed physically and then mentally. Depending on how difficult it was to
generate the imagination a number (between 1 = “easy to imagine” and 8 =
“difficult to imagine”) was marked. Two questions refer to the visual and
kinesthetic imagery ability.
The numerical answers of the imagery ability exercises are summed
instead of being averaged. A low sum (2 at least) indicates a high imagery
ability and a high sum (16 at maximum) indicates a low imagery ability. In
tennis, (IG) showed a higher mean in the visual imagery ability (M= 4.4 vs. M=
4.2), (CG) however, showed a higher mean in the kinesthetic imagery ability
(M= 5.1 vs. M= 4.5).
However, in soccer, the intervention group showed a lower mean in the
visual imagery ability (M= 4.1 vs. M= 5.3), similarly, the control group, showed
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a lower mean in the kinesthetic imagery ability (M= 4.7 vs. M= 5.0). In tennis,
(IG) as well as (CG) showed a weak inverse correlation between both imagery
ability values and the results in the TPT pre-test. (IG): the correlation
coefficients of the visual and kinesthetic imagery are (P. visual= .21)
(P.kinesthetic= .45). (CG): (P. visual= .45) (P. kinesthetic= .26).
Similarly, in soccer, (IG) as well as (CG) showed also a weak inverse
correlation between both imagery ability values and the results in the PPT
pre-test. (IG): (P. visual= .14) (P.kinesthetic= .69). (CG): (P. visual= .78) (P.
kinesthetic= .43). Furthermore, in tennis, there is no significant correlation of
visual and kinesthetic imagery ability with the difference of the TPT pre- and
post-test results that could be shown for either group. (IG): (P. visual= .69) (P.
kinesthetic= .83). (CG): (P. visual= .14) (P. kinesthetic= .33).
Similarly, in soccer, there is also no significant correlation of visual and
kinesthetic imagery ability with the difference of the PPT pre- and post-test
results that could be shown in (IG): (P. visual= .64) (P. kinesthetic= .35).
However, in (CG) there is a significant correlation of visual imagery ability with
the difference of the PPT pre- and post- test (P= .04). However, there is no
significant correlation for kinesthetic imagery (P= .59).
The analysis showed that, except for the visual imagery ability of the
control group in soccer, imagery ability is not significantly correlated with; the
TPT and PPT pre-test; and the effectiveness of mental training intervention in
tennis and soccer. Surprisingly, a weak negative relationship between the
imagery ability in the questionnaire and the results of both TPT and PPT test
was found. The literature has been searched to find studies that would
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support this result, but no studies on imagery ability without relation to mental
training were to be found. Probably the imagery ability is useful only when in
connection to instructed mental training, whereas in the absence of active
mental training, it is unusable.
For example, it has been established, that kinesthetic modeling has
better outcomes for the tennis serve than visual modeling because of the use
of spatial anchor points which are mainly defined with respect to the body, rely
heavily on kinesthetic cues. In the study thirty-two participants were assigned
to kinesthetic or visual modeling with or without mental practice. The results
showed

the

advantages

of

kinesthetic

representation

over

visual

representation in terms of speed scores and form performances but only
when the participant had the opportunity to practice the model mentally. The
results support the theory that the motor system can program closed skills
more easily when one can efficiently represent the kinesthetic image of the
skill in question (Fery & Morizot, 2000).
On the other hand, Jones et al. (1997) defined such sports as
kinaesthetic sports and state that these types of sports are characteristically
played by athletes that use kinaesthetic imagery. The existing research
suggests that kinaesthetic imagers have been found to use more imagery in
general than athletes who use more visually based imagery (Arvinen-Barrow
et al., 2007).
Furthermore, there has been a large amount of imagery research
conducted in both the fields of sport psychology and motor learning (Hall &
Fishburne, 2010). Morris et al. (2005, page 39) named a certain level of
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imagery ability as a precondition for the efficiency of the mental training. This
means, the more an athlete activates the links by imagery rehearsal the
stronger they become.
Another reason for the negative relationship could be the distraction of
some players. There were a lot of factors that could have deflected the
player’s imagery ability. Most of the players came directly from work or were
studying for exams. Mental imagination is a challenge and it can be that the
subjects did not want to or could not face this challenge at the end of a hard
working day. But these theories have neither been analyzed in the
questionnaire

nor

statistically

studied.

They

are

just

speculations.

Furthermore, the practice for the study in soccer was outdoor during the
winter season (October and December) and especially in November and
December cold, rain and snow affected the study procedure and possibly the
results. It has been reported (Morris et al., 2005), that the imagery ability of a
movement or action is not the only dominant factor in the execution of the
mental training, commitment also plays an important role too.
Therefore, the fourth purpose of this study was to analyse the influence
of commitment or motivation on both the result of the TPT, PPT pre-test and
the effectiveness of the mental training intervention in tennis and soccer. The
subjects were asked to agree or disagree with the following statements which
were chosen to as proxies for their level of commitment to mental training ( I
want to pass the mental training as well as possible- It would be a pity if I
could not pass the mental training as well as possible- I feel myself to be
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connected to the mental training- I believe that the mental training will improve
my performance).
The identification of the subjects’ commitment was measured via an
ordinal scale from 1 (high commitment) to 8 (no commitment). A low sum (4 at
least) indicates that the subject identifies with the study and believes in the
efficacy of the mental training. A high sum (32 at maximum) corresponds to
the opposite.
The commitment of the intervention group was higher than the
commitment of the control group for both tennis and soccer subjects: Tennis
(M. IG= 8.7; M. CG= 14); Soccer (M. IG= 9.30; M. CG= 11.77).
In (IG) in tennis, The commitment did not have a significant influence
on both the results of the TPT pre-test (P= .53) and the efficiency of the
mental training (P= .59).
Similarly, (IG) in soccer, the commitment did not have a significant
influence on both the results of the PPT pre-test (P= .35) and the efficiency of
the mental training (P= .98).
It has been suggested that the use of motivational imagery may be
more prevalent immediately before a competition (Barrow et al., 2007). Since
the current study didn’t include competition, but only precision test by serve or
kick alternately in the target area, perhaps some of the subjects didn’t create
as high a level of motivation, because they didn’t feel there is a real
competition. Therefore, future researchers need to be aware of the potential
impact of the time differential between questionnaire distribution and
upcoming competitions.
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However, for the (CG) in tennis, there is a highly significant correlation
between the commitment and the results of the TPT pre-test. Since the
subjects have been selected randomly, it is possible that a few of them had
already positive experiences with using mental training.

But there is no

significant correlation of the commitment with the difference of the TPT preand post- test results could be shown (P= .42).
Whereas, the commitment of the (CG) in soccer did not have a
significant influence on both the results of the PPT pre-test (P= .33) and the
efficiency of the mental training (P= .78).
The fifth purpose of this study was to analyse the influence the
emotional state as measured by the Wettkampf-Angst-Inventar State (WAI-S)
on both the results of the TPT, PPT pre-test and the effectiveness of the
mental training intervention in tennis and soccer. (WAI-S) is short
questionnaire and measures the value of emotional state (s omatic fear,
anxiety (unease) and confidence) on both the result of TPT, PPT pre-test and
the effectiveness of the mental training intervention in tennis and soccer.
In tennis, the analysis of the items of somatic fear and anxiety (unease)
of the (IG) does not show significant correlation with the increase in precision
between TPT pre- to post-test. However, the confidence values correlate
significantly (p≤.05) with the difference of the TPT pre- and post- test.
Whereas, in soccer, the analysis of the items of the somatic fear,
anxiety (unease) and confidence of the (IG) does not show significant
correlation with the increase in precision between PPT pre- to post-test.
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However, the values of confidence correlate significantly (p= .03) with the only
results of the PPT pre-test.
The interpretation for that has been supported by Coelho et al. (2007,
2008), that somatic fear and anxiety seem more evident in open skill than
close skill movements. Therefore, in the current study, there is no significant
correlation for both somatic fear and anxiety. However, self-confidence seems
to affect performance when the players have control over movement, as in
closed skills. Therefore, in the current study, self-confidence correlated
significantly.
Whereas, both the (CG) in tennis and soccer didn’t show any
significant correlation for any the items of somatic fear, anxiety (unease) and
confidence with the increase of precision between pre- to post-test. The
interpretation for this result is that there was no practice of mental training, but
only normal practical training. Or perhaps, that the questionnaire WAI-S did
not represent the real emotions of the subjects, which means, the real state of
the subjects was likely not as self-confident as they pretended to be.
The sixth purpose of this study was to analyse the influence of the
concentration ability on both the result of the TPT, PPT pre-test and the
effectiveness of the mental training intervention in tennis and soccer. The first
test in the questionnaire is the FAIR-Test (Frankfurter AufmerksamkeitsInventar) measuring inter-individual differences in concentration and attention,
which includes the items L (referring to the speed), Q (referring to the
absence of mistakes) and K (the extent of continuously sustained
concentration) of the intervention group and control group with the increase of
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precision between pre- to post-test for both TPT & PPT. But it didn’t show any
significant correlation for all groups. The subjects in tennis play in the district
league, regional league and national league. Moreover, the subjects in soccer
have experience in playing in the over-regional league (Association of Junior
Leagues or higher). This means, the performance level for all the subjects is
high. The concentration test consists of 640 items (2 test sheets with 320
items, 3min time for each) that have to be judged individually. Two kinds of
items have to be marked (circle inside circle with three dots in its center;
square inside circle with two dots in its center). The distribution of the items is
stochastic. But organized line by line, include two target signs, which are to be
marked with a pen, line by line. Perhaps this sort of concentration tests
doesn’t fit practically but only theoretically to the kind of concentration honed
by high level athletes. Or perhaps the sample size in tennis and soccer is not
enough to score sufficient results in such this test.
In-depth interviews with elite tennis athletes have been done in our pilot
study in tennis This study was conducted at the Davidoff Swiss Indoors
Tournament in Basel in November 2009. The study takes a critical look at the
potential effects of mental training on the performance of tennis players.
Thirteen professional tennis players were interviewed to determine their
opinions on the importance of mental skills training, and the specific mental
skills they use before, during, and after a tennis match. Three professional
tennis coaches were also interviewed to determine the specific mental skills
they teach and the strategies they use to teach mental skills. Only one player
said that he didn’t use mental training; the rest of the sample said that mental
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training is a very individual process and that the most important mental
training skills were: concentration, positive imagery, self-confidence, and
relaxation. Furthermore, the respondents felt that tennis players should focus
on the process rather than the outcome.
It would be interesting in future studies to examine how precision
changes over a longer period of time after an intervention. Only when it
remained consistently high over time could one speak of the long-term
success of the mental training intervention. Just as with conditioning training
methods, for example, mental training must be regularly implemented with a
clear focus in order to achieve optimal results (Mayer & Hermann, 2010, p.
68).
Although, concentration is very important aspect for closed motor skills
in sport (Arvinen-Barrow et al., 2007; Bös & Schneider, 2003; Weinberg &
Gould, 2007), it is important to appreciate that little guidance is provided by
the literature in this area. Therefore, future research will be needed to study
how precisely these questionnaires measure concentration as in relation to
the skills necessary for elite tennis and soccer players.
The last purpose of this study was to test whether, sex has an influence
on the results in the difference between the precision pre- and post-test in
tennis. As a result, the interaction effect between time and sex is not
significant,

but

shows

a tendency (10%

above

significance

level).

Furthermore, the interaction between group and sex is not significant but
shows also a tendency that women in the intervention group improved more
than the men in the intervention group. These results suggest that sex does
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not have a direct effect, but rather, moderates the effects of the intervention
consisting of mental training. Perhaps a difference in the concentration and
motivation of the women results in much faster or more effective learning than
the men. In fact, there are no studies related to this area that have been
found.
Further research is therefore necessary to investigate the effects of sex
on mental training in close and open skills.
A critical issue of this study is related to two aspects, the first is some
intervention teams did not report the frequency of applying the workbook. This
has to be avoided otherwise the influence of the workbook on the efficiency of
the mental training cannot be investigated.
The second aspect deals with the improvement of the study with
regards to its contents. The athletes found the content of the workbook to be
helpful and structured. The only feedback referred to the practical relevance
and the distribution of another questionnaire after the intervention. So to
determine changes in the variables; imagery ability, commitment, somatic
fear, anxiety and concentration another questionnaire at the end of the
intervention should be used. The influence of the changes in the
aforementioned characteristics on the improvement in the TPT and PPT preresults and post-results could be analyzed.
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7. Conclusion
The results of this study point to some theoretical and practical
conclusions. From a theoretical point of view, the study showed a mental
training resulted in a highly significant improvement on tennis serving
precision, while for soccer penalty kicking the effect of mental training on
precision was only marginally significant. This partly confirms the hypothesis.
These results seem to be very logical, in tennis each point must start with a
serve, but in soccer, the whole match may not have any penalty kicks at all.
Another theoretical result of the research is that, self-confidence seems
to have an impact on improving performance when the athlete has more
control over his movements, such as in closed skills. Additionally in tennis, the
difference in TPT pre- and post-test results showed the level of improvement
among the women in the study was larger than the improvement among the
men, although this was only marginally significant. Perhaps a difference in the
concentration and motivation of the women results in much faster or more
effective learning than the men. In fact, there are no studies related to this
area that have been found.
It would also be interesting to study whether there are gender differences in
motivation and the implementation of mental training, and if these produce
different effects on performance.
Furthermore, in both tennis and soccer, our findings may have resulted
from more advanced players being in the habit of trying harder for accuracy;
while younger players focus more on speed.
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From a practical standpoint, coaches and psychologists need to be
aware of the specific demands for each sport, and incorporate imagery
intervention during the preparatory and competitive periods of the season.
The coaches and psychologists need to be aware of all available models of
imagery intervention, their specific use, and increase mental skills training
resources (audio and video). This is so they can more effectively help athletes
improve their performance, monitor their pre-competitive anxiety and increase
their levels self-confidence.
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8. Zusammenfassung
Ziel dieser Studie war die Überprüfung einer Verbesserung der Präzision
von Freistößen im Fußball und Aufschlägen im Tennis

als geschlossene

Lernaufgaben durch mentales Training. Die potentiellen Variablen und deren
Einfluss auf die Effizienz des mentalen Trainings werden in dieser Studie
aufgezeigt. Zu diesen Variablen gehört die Vorstellungsfähigkeit, das
Bekenntnis zur Studie, somatische Angst, Besorgnis und Zuversicht,
Konzentrationsvermögen, Geschlecht und Alter. Der experimentelle Aufbau
der Studie bestand aus einem Vor- und Nachtest und einer Kontrollgruppe.
Die Daten wurden anhand von 60 (38 Männer, 22 Frauen) Amateurathleten
auf einem hohen Tennislevel im Alter zwischen 12 und 35 Jahren in
Deutschland und 54 (Männern) Fußballathleten der dritte Liga im Alter
zwischen 14 und 22 Jahren in Deutschland ermittelt. Alle Teilnehmer waren in
Tennis

und

registriert.
Fragebogen

Fußballverbänden

Die

Tennis-

aus

und

und

Baden-Württembergs
Fußballteilnehmer

wurden

in

zwei

in

füllten

Gruppen

Deutschland
jeweils

eingeteilt:

einen
Die

Interventionsgruppe (IG) erhielt Technikübungen und mentales Training. Die
Kontrollgruppe (CG) erhielt nur technisches Training (normales Training) über
den gleichen Zeitraum. Analyse der Kovarianz zeigte eine hohe signifikante
Verbesserung im Falle des mentalen Training für die Präzision des
Aufschlages, während der Effekt beim Fußball-Strafstoß nur geringfügig
signifikant

war

(p=.059).

Ergebnisse

deuten

darauf

hin,

dass

Selbstbewusstsein scheinbar eine Auswirkung auf die Leistungssteigerung
zeigt, wenn der Athlet mehr Kontrolle über seine Bewegung hat, wie im Falle
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der geschlossenen Lernaufgaben. Des Weiteren könnte dieser Effekt durch
erfahrenere Spieler herbeigeführt worden sein, da diese schon mit hohen
Geschwindigkeiten schlagen bzw. schießen und eher die Genauigkeit
trainieren, während jüngere Spieler mehr auf Geschwindigkeit fokussieren.
Zusätzlich ist eine nichtsignifikante Wechselwirkung zwischen Zeit und
Geschlecht

erkennbar,

eine

Tendenz

zeigt

aber,

dass

die

Präzisionsverbesserung der Frauen höher war als die der Männer. Es gibt
keinen

signifikanten

Zusammenhang

zwischen

Vorstellungsvermögen,

Bekenntnis, somatischer Angst, Besorgnis und Konzentrationsvermögen.
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Appendices
Inquiries and considerations
A good thesis has to begin with a systematic literature search on the
topic in order to proof the accessibility. The library of the University of
Konstanz was used to search for books and articles on sports science and
sports psychology. Furthermore, available online data banks like SPOLIT and
DOSB and the option for inter-library loan in the University of Konstanz have
been used.
Also, the sport science working group of the University of Konstanz
under the direction of Dr. Darko Jekauc held some meetings on this topic. It
was decided that three interventions dealing with this topic would be done in
three sports (tennis, volleyball, soccer). Results of the intervention in
volleyball are not included in this work.
The result of the meetings was a detailed overview of the upcoming
challenges:
•

Duration, extent and development of the intervention

•

The design and the construction of a questionnaire that includes all the

relevant constructs of the intervention group and control group
•

Processing of an existing workbook

•

Literature for the control group in the form of articles

•

Gathering ideas for the acquisition of subjects

•

A random classification of the possible tennis and soccer clubs in the

intervention and control group
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•

Organizational things: availability of cameras, recruitment of assistants

for the execution of the intervention or usage of the buses of the university to
get to distant clubs
Afterwards an intervention plan was tested.
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Intervention Procedure: Mental Training in Tennis
1. Establishing contact and encouraging collaboration:
a. What is the project about? What is mental training, and what is it
not?
b. What do we want to achieve? What are the goals?
c. How can a coach or player benefit from this project?
d. What is the procedure?
2. Preliminary meeting with the players
a. Presentation of the project
b. Inspiring motivation to participate
c. Clarification of roles
d. Explanation of objectives and expectations
3. First training session
a. Questionnaire
b. Serving practice (warm-up)
c. Viewing of practice videos to analyze personal serving motion
d. Short relaxation (breathing exercise) and visualization of the
trajectory
e. Practice of the short visualization
f. Precision test (Integration of the short visualization into the
routine through practical implementation) (20 serves)
g. Debriefing
4. Second training session
a. Viewing of practice videos to analyze personal serving motion
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b. Short relaxation and visualization of the ball’s trajectory
c. Practice

of

the

short

visualization

through

practical

implementation of the entire routine (possible point play)
d. Debriefing
5. Third training session
a. Viewing of practice videos to analyze personal serving motion
b. Short relaxation and visualization of the ball’s trajectory
c. Practice

of

the

short

visualization

through

practical

implementation of the entire routine (possible point play)
d. Concluding discussion
6. Fourth training session
a. Viewing of practice videos to analyze personal serving motion
b. Short relaxation and visualization of the ball’s trajectory
c. Practice

of

the

short

visualization

through

practical

implementation of the entire routine (possible point play)
d. Precision test (20 serves)
e. Concluding discussion
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Breathing Relaxation with Self-Instruction and the Positive Visualization
of the Trajectory
Introduction
Find a relaxed position. If sitting: Sit on the bench and put your feet flat on the
ground. Your back should be straight and shoulders should be loose, low, and
relaxed. Your head should be relaxed, supported with minimal muscular effort
by the neck. Your hands can be placed on your thighs or in your lap. Now
close your eyes.
Breathing Relaxation


Breathe deeply in and out six times



While inhaling, pull yourself up straight and bring your shoulder-blades
together



Now exhale and let your shoulders slowly relax



Sit up straight again and inhale deeply, counting slowly to 6



Still sitting up straight, slowly exhale to the count of 6



Repeat this exercise. Relax and enjoy the tranquility



Feel how your stomach lifts and falls while you inhale and exhale
deeply



Concentrate on the long path of your breathing



Let yourself go. Enjoy the peace and harmony of this state



Breath slowly and evenly

Self-Instruction and the Positive Visualization of the Trajectory for the ball


Before you serve each time, please give yourself a silent selfinstruction. Imagine now that you are on the tennis court, about to
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serve. You find yourself just behind the baseline, near the center mark.
You practice your first serve, aiming it with high speed at the corner of
the court. There is a target there that you want to hit.


Concentrate now on the ball’s trajectory. You contact the ball high
above your head. The ball leaves the racket, moving toward the
opposite side of the court, crosses over the net and hits the target
directly in the center. You see a clear, positive and precise trajectory
for the ball.



Visualize your serve several times. Concentrate on the ball’s trajectory.

Finish


Flex your arms



Breathe deeply



Open your eyes

Brief Self-Instruction and Positive Visualization on the Court
Position yourself at the baseline. Look directly at the corner where you want
to serve. Bounce the ball several times. Look at the corner again. Close your
eyes and imagine how the ball’s trajectory leads it to the corner and how the
ball hits the center of the target area.
Now serve!
How well did the visualization work?
Why was that so?
Could the routine be changed?
Repeat this visualization procedure several times.
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Workbook
Mental Training in
Tennis

Universität Konstanz
Sportwissenschaft
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Workbook in tennis
Here the reader gets information about the content of the workbook. Because
of formating reasons is is not possible to show a copy of an original workbook.
Block of exercises 1
Week 1
Exercise 1: Picture Exercise
Step 1:
Assume a relaxed body position. Close your eyes and breathe deeply, calmly
and consistently. Notice how your stomach rises when breathing in and how it
falls when breathing out. Breathe deeply and slowly several times. Slowly
count to six when inhaling and count to six when exhaling.
Step 2:
Imagine your eyes are the lenses of a camera.
Step 3:
Select a section of your environment, for example where you training , a
landscape, your room or another place of your choice.
Step 4:
Look at this place for 1-2 seconds and then abruptly close your eyes. “Take a
picture” of the place with your eyes.
Step 5:
Now imagine seeing that picture clearly in front of your (still) closed eyes.
Observe the picture with all little details as clear as possible with all your
senses. What do you see? What do you smell? What do you feel? What do
you hear? What do you taste?
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Step 6:
In case of an unclear picture open your eyes and repeat steps 3 to 5.
Further tips for this exercise:
 This exercise can be embedded perfectly in your everyday life. You can
do this everywhere.
 In times without contests you can go through this exercise over and
over again and imagine your contest spot.
 Try to produce clear and definite pictures with closed eyes.
 This exercise trains your senses, concentration, attentiveness and your
imagery ability.
Exercise 2: Remote control exercise
Step 1:
Assume a relaxed body position. Close your eyes and breathe deeply, calmly
and consistently. Notice how your stomach rises when breathing in and how it
falls when breathing out. Breathe deeply and slowly several times. Slowly
count to six when inhaling and count to six when exhaling.
Step 2:
Imagine holding a remote control. On your remote control you can find buttons
to change certain options.
 Loud/silent
 Bright/dark
 Slow motion/ fast motion
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 Zoom in/out
Step 3:
Imagine a location of your choice (for example tennis court, shopping mall and
so on). Try to imagine the sounds, surrounding, colors, objects and so on very
exactly.
Step 4:
Use your remote control and change your location down to your whim. In your
imagination you can also introduce buttons for smells, feelings and thoughts.
Further tips on this exercise:
This exercise can be done on a lot of locations. Be creative and imagine
different spots that you like.
The remote control exercise trains your senses, concentration, attentiveness
and your imagery ability.
You can integrate it perfectly in your sport (for example to suppress noise that
distracts you, just grab your remote control and turn down the noise level).
IMPORTANT!!!
You have to train and control this exercise very well. Test it in the training and
see how you can get along with it before trying it in a competition.
Exercise 3: Sustain senses
Step 1:
Assume a relaxed body position. Close your eyes and breathe deeply, calmly
and consistently. Notice how your stomach rises when breathing in and how it
falls when breathing out. Breathe deeply and slowly several times. Slowly
count to six when inhaling and count to six when exhaling.
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Step 2:
Imagine a bucket with tennis balls. Imagine it standing next to you on the red
ash of the tennis court. Take a ball out of it. Think about how many balls could
be left in the bucket.
Step 3:
Now turn towards your ball. Have a close look at it. Imagine it exactly. It's
color, his form. It has a shining yellow color and smells new. It seems that you
are using this ball for the first time.
Step 4:
Imagine yourself bouncing this ball on the court. 1 time, 2 times, 3 times, 4
times. Imagine the sound that you produce by doing so. Meanwhile you smell
the ash of the court. A slight breeze blows that stirs up the dust a little bit.
Step 5:
Take the ball in your hand and throw it in the air, like in a serve. You also
move your right arm like in a serve but instead of ending this movement you
each time catch the ball. You repeat this move: 1 time, 2 times, 3 times, 4
times
Step 6:
Fade out the picture of the ball slowly. You erase yourself from the tennis
court and you slowly sense your body again. Elongate your body and stretch,
then deeply breathe three times. Open your eyes.
Further tips on this exercise:
You can decide freely what kind of objects you want to integrate in your
imagination. It is important for you to generate a clear picture in your
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head. This exercise trains your senses, concentration, attentiveness
and your imagery ability.
 You will see: the more you repeat this exercise, the better and more
detailed the pictures of the object will be.
 This exercise can also easily be integrated in your everyday life.
Exercise block 2
Second week:
Exercise 4: personal winning formula
Step 1:
Assume a relaxed body position. Close your eyes and breathe deeply, calmly
and consistently. Notice how your stomach rises when breathing in and how it
falls when breathing out. Breathe deeply and slowly several times. Slowly
count to six when inhaling and count to six when exhaling.
Step 2:
Imagine pictures of moments of big access or good performance in your past
(for example a big win, the happy feeling of success, the feeling after a hard
training and so on).
Step 3:
Imagine pictures, symbols or phrases that come to your mind during that. For
example imagine the following situation: After a long hard match you win the
game with a perfect final shot. You hear the applause from the audience.
Imagine accompanying phrases. How did you feel? What did you say to
yourself? How did you motivate you?
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For example:
 “Today is my day”
 “I did my best from the beginning to the end”
 “Today I am going to show what I am capable of”
 “That is my big day”
 “There is a winner hidden inside me”
 “Every hit is perfect”
Step 4:
These are just examples. Choose your personal phrase/your personal symbol
that motivate/motivates you. It is to get you on the right energy level in the
training or in the competition.
Further tips on this exercise:
7- Keep your phrase in present tense
8- Form easy sentences
9- Repeat the phrase multiple times and constant
10- Only use positive phrases
11- The phrase has to feel good and has to inspire confidence.
12- Try out your phrase not until training (for example test it in the warm
up phase or just before starting the training)
13- You have to control this first and your phrase has u support you,
before you can use this outside of training.
Exercise 5: Problem box exercise
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Step 1:
Get yourself something to write and an envelope. Take on a comfortable
position. Close your eyes and breathe calmly and constantly. Notice how your
stomach rises when breathing in and lowers when breathing out. Breathe in
and out three times. Count slowly to three when breathing in and count to six
when breathing out.
Step 2:
Let your thoughts flow like clouds on the horizon. Take as much time for this
as you need.
Step 3:
Register all occurring unpleasant thoughts that could distract you from the
next match and write them down.
Step 4:
Put what you just wrote down in the envelope (“problem box”) and keep it
there.
Step 5:
After the match open the envelope and read your notes. Try to find strategies
to solve the written down problems.
Further tips on this exercise:
 This exercise helps to locate sources of distractions and to lower
nervousness.
 Include your coach in step 5. Maybe he can help you to find solution
strategies.
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Exercise 6: Your personal match attunement
The goal of this exercise is to write down a flow chart of your attunement to
the match.
Step 1:
Write an announcement for the match. The date and the time of the match
has to be included.
Step 2:
Describe the match situation, the requirements and the technique of your
serve.
Step 3:
The goal is to find your personal corroboration. Find many phrases, pictures
and symbols that motivate you. Write them down first. Here an example:
“I know that I am good” – “I am looking forward to the game” – “I am totally
prepared, physically as well as psychologically” – “When it starts I am going to
be fully concentrated” – “I will act without thinking about the future and the
past!” – “My body bends like a bow at the serve and I am going to hit the ball
at full power with my racket!”
These are just examples. You can change them or add others.
Step4:
Now write this text on a paper.
Further tips on this exercise:
 The text has to send out strength and confidence
 When updating step 1 and 2 the paper can be used for every match (or
training)
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 You should write this text in calm surroundings at a calm time of day
 Rewrite the text until it is satisfying
 You can combine it with pictures that support you in your condition.
You can add them to the text. Here it is important that the pictures
support you or heat up depending on what energy level you can use
better in the training/match and what optimizes your motivation.
 You can read your match attunement over again at quiet times.
Important!!!!
Do not use it in matches until you have tested it perfectly. Us e it in training
first.
Exercise block 3:
Third week:
Exercise 7: The ideal role model
Step 1:
Imagine a tennis player that embodies all the skills that you miss at yourself.
This can be the best member of your tennis club or a professional that you
saw in the television or somewhere else. Pay attention to the fact that his style
is not so different from yours.
Step 2:
Find a comfortable body position. Close your eyes and breathe calmly and
constantly. Notice how your stomach rises when breathing in and lowers
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when breathing out. Breathe in and out three times. Count slowly to three
when breathing in and count to six when breathing out.
Step3:
Imagine your training place. Instead of yourself, imagine your role model on
the tennis court. Pay attention to how he moves when serving. Watch him a
couple of times. Try to understand the motion sequence. How he tips the ball
on the ground. He throws the ball high into the air. He strikes out. The whole
body is strained and waits for the perfect moment. Finally the ball is hit high
above his head. You follow the flight path. The ball hits his target exactly.
Relax again, breath in and out three times and move yourself back to the
court. Your role model moves perfectly again.
Step 4:
Now concentrate on his/her hands until you have the impression that they are
your own hands. You can now put yourself into this body and feel how it is to
do the perfect serve. Pay attention to the ease, the strength, and the sense of
delight during the movement. When you do the right movement a couple of
times you can evoke these feelings in your room. You feel like you just hit the
perfect serve.
Further tips on this exercise:
The closer you can identify yourself with your role model, the better you can
put yourself into the role model and imagine what this person feels during the
move and what confidence he/she develops, the more efficient the activating
effect for the own movement will be.
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Imagine exactly where your shortcomings in the movement are. The goal is
the optimization of the motion sequence.
It holds: Practice makes perfect
Exercise 8: Your perfect image
Step 1:
Assume a relaxed body position. Close your eyes and breathe deeply, calmly
and consistently. Notice how your stomach rises when breathing in and how it
falls when breathing out. Breathe deeply and slowly several times. Slowly
count to six when inhaling and count to six when exhaling.
Step 2:
Remember your perfect serve. Everything worked out perfectly and you felt
great!
Step 3:
Watch this scene multiple times from different point of views. Find out the
aspect that was responsible for making this serve perfect.
Step 4:
Put yourself in your own person, concentrate on this certain aspect and be
aware of how it feels to do it right.
Step 5:
Watch yourself during the movement. End the exercise with the joy over your
own perfectness. Take this feeling out of your imagination and bring it into the
real room you are in.
Further tips on this exercise:
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 This exercise can be used when having unprecedented troubles with
the serve. Via the imagination you can recognize what you did
differently in the past.
 You can recognize mistakes and regain your old performance.
 Practice at a quite location and apply this exercise not until you can
handle it perfectly.
Exercise 9: Replay exercise
The replay is the instantaneous mental repetition of your performance. You
should practice the replay immediately after ending the serve if you have the
time to replay it in your mind.
Step 1:
Assume a relaxed body position. Close your eyes and breathe deeply, calmly
and consistently. Notice how your stomach rises when breathing in and how it
falls when breathing out. Breathe deeply and slowly several times. Slowly
count to six when inhaling and count to six when exhaling.
Step 2:
Imagine the past movement: How did you feel during and while preparing for
the performance?
Step 3:
Imagine running through the whole thing again. How does your body behave,
how does it feel and how much do you control the move? What characteristic
is expressed?
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Step 4:
Go back to the start and watch your performance. Did you neglect any parts
of your body? Picture the scene exactly, then put yourself in your own
position and pay attention to what you thought right before the performance.
What did you feel? Did these thoughts help you or distract you?
Step 5:
Is there a change in your technique that you should think about? If so, picture
the whole scene again in your mind, keep all the positive aspects and change
what would improve your performance. Now visualize the improved version.
Further tips on this exercise:
 Use the improved version before performing again.
 The replay can also be used after a perfect performance in order to
keep the details in your mind.
 Practice the replay in the training until you don’t have any more
problems. Then and only then you can use this method in competition.
Goals:
Sit straight but comfortably in a chair. Breathe in and out a couple of times
calmly and constantly. Imagine a triangular target area, on the court. The
target area is formed via the tension belt of the net and the middle line of the
T-filed and the T-field line. Imagine serving the ball in this field. You throw
the ball and perfectly hit the ball with your racket. The ball lands heavy in the
middle of the target area. Your opponent tries to return but can only hit the
ball with the frame of his racket. The ball flies against the fence. You are
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proud of your successful serve and clench your fist. Repeat the abovementioned exercise a couple of times.
You can replace the target area with other areas and repeat the exercise:
 Your target area is a triangle again. It is formed by the t-line, the middle
field line and a virtual line that goes from you to the left corner of the
left t-field.
Or:
 Your goal is to hit the body of your opponent. Your target area is a
rectangle. It is formed by two lines that go from you to the opponent
and the t-field line.

End of the workbook

The soccer workbook was nearly identical to the tennis workbook. Besides
replacing serve with penalty kick there were no substantive changes to the
workbook.
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